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1 Introdu tion

Have you ever questioned the quality of a route-planning system's output? You might
be surprised that popular route-planners do not always ompute optimal itinery. Figure
1 shows an example of a non-optimal route omputed by an automated route-planning
system. When talking of su h a system we are thinking of the following, on rete appliation: an online-working route-planner whi h has to answer a huge number of queries
ea h on erning the fastest onne tion between two pla es and ea h to be answered by
an exa t solution.
In most ases, the reason for the non-optimality of the given routes is the usage of heuristi
algorithms to speed up the query. These heuristi s do not guarantee the optimality of
the omputed path. During the last years strong eorts have been made to develop fast
algorithms that also ompute exa t results. The a hievements on this area, ombined
with the advan e in a tual hardware, now make it imaginable to use output-optimal
methods in ommer ial appli ations.
Unfortunately, most of the established output-optimal algorithms are stati in the following sense: in order to operate they need extra data omputed by a time- onsuming
prepro essing. This prepro essing an last days for huge input data and often only
fast omputers are able to perform it. Therefore these te hniques hardly arrange with
hanges in reality su h as tra jams, road works or an eled trains even if these hanges
are `small' ompared with the whole underlying graph. At worst this would ee t in a
omplete re omputation from s rat h after the hange of only one edge on the graph.
Therefore solutions are needed that ompute optimal routes but are exible enough to
deal with hanges in the algorithm's input. This work shows how to e iently re ompute
the prepro essed data of some of the re ent output-optimal algorithms without starting
from s rat h. As in real-world data those hanges normally a umulate (think of a
tra jam that slows down surrounding roads) we demand of the update routine to
pro ess several updates in bat h and to take advantage of the loseness of the updates if
possible.

Overview
In Chapter 2 the topi of this work, the (dynami ) single-sour e single-target shortest path
problem, is formally dened and Dijkstra's algorithm, the basi algorithm solving that
problem, is introdu ed. As Dijkstra's algorithm is fundamental for all later presented
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Fig. 1.1: Shortest path from Hausgesund to Trondheim (both in Norway) omputed by
Mi rosoft MapPoint in 2005
te hniques we analyze important properties of the algorithm. The hapter loses with a
dynami variant of Dijkstra's algorithm.
The next hapter gives an overview of the te hniques used to speed up Dijkstra's algorithm while granting the optimality of the result. Furthermore, we sket h a dynami
update method for most te hniques.
Chapter 4 pre isely des ribes the prepro essing of a speed-up te hnique using rea hbounds. This is a relatively new, promising method by Gutman (2004) and improved by
Goldberg (2005).
In Chapter 5 we present our main ontribution to the problem: an e ient method to
update the prepro essing used by the rea h-bound speed-up te hnique. The method
only slightly in reases the spa e- onsumption of the prepro essed data, benets from
bat h-updating several hanges and re omputes the same data as a full re omputation
from s rat h would do. Chapter 6 shows the results of some own experiments on erning
rea h-bounds.
The last hapter summarizes the results and points out several elds of resear h, the
author onsiders promising for a further development on the eld of this topi .

7

2 Fundamentals
In this hapter we formally dene the fundamentals of the topi of this thesis. The
most important notions are: single-sour e single-target problem, single-sour e all-targets
problem, speed-up te hnique and update of a speed-up te hnique. Referen es to related problems and related work are being given. Then Dijkstra's algorithm, the most
important algorithm for the solution of the single-sour e single/all-target(s) problem is
des ribed and some important properties of that algorithm are analyzed. Finally, a
solution for the dynami single-sour e all-targets problem is given.

2.1 Presentation of the problem
Let G = (V, E) be a weighted, dire ted graph with n verti es, m edges and lengths
len : E → +
0 . A path with sour e s and target t (or shorter an s-t-path ) in G is a k tupel of verti es P = (s = u0 , u1 , . . . , uk−1 = t) where for every i between 1 and k − 1 the
P
edge (ui−1 , ui ) exists in E . The length of P is dened as len(P ) := k−1
i=1 len(ui−1 , ui ).
An s-t path is alled a shortest path if its length is minimal among the lengths of all
s-t-paths. Given two verti es s and t the distan e from s and t is the length of a shortest
s-t-path.

R

The most fundamental problems when dealing with shortest paths are:

single-sour e single-target.

Given two verti es s and t, nd a shortest s-t-path.

single-sour e all-targets.

Given a vertex s. For ea h other vertex t in the graph, nd

all-pairs shortest-paths.

For ea h (s, t) ∈ V 2 , nd a shortest s-t-path.

a shortest s-t-path.

A graph is alled onne ted if for ea h (s, t) ∈ V 2 an s-t-path exists. A graph is alled
dense if the number of its edges is lose to the maximal number of edges. A graph is
alled sparse if it has only few edges. We all a lass of graphs large if one an only
aord the onsumption of O(n) memory.
In this work, we on entrate on the single-sour e single-target problem on onne ted,
large and sparse graphs. We an solve this problem e ently in O(m log n) time using
Dijkstra's algorithm whi h we present in the next se tion. As even this asymptoti ally
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good runtime needs too mu h time for very large graphs, various variants of Dijkstra's
algorithm have been developed that improve its runtime, often using additional, preproessed data. We all su h algorithms speed-up te hniques. Most of these speed-up te hniques work as follows: rst, a prepro essing step is performed. The input of that step
onsists of the graph, the graph's edge lengths and sometimes additional data, atta hed
to the graph. Then, using the prepro essed data, on rete single-sour e single-target
queries are answered, most times signi antly faster than through Dijkstra's algorithm.
We want to emphasize that speed-up te hniques work exa tly on erning the problem's
solution but are heuristi in the runtime. Therefore a query performed by a speed-up
te hnique may even take more time than a query performed by Dijkstra's algorithm.
An update on the graph is a hange in the graph's length fun tion. If for ea h edge of
the graph the new length of the edge is greater (lower) or equal to the old length the
update is alled in remental (de remental ). If both, at least one edge with in reased and
one with de reased length exists, the update is alled fully dynami . Further, we will
abbreviate `update of an edge's length' with `edge update'.
We regard edge deletions and edge insertions as spe ial ase of updated edges: when we
want to delete an edge we simply set its length to innity. As we want to keep our proofs
simple we assume that the graph remains onne ted after an edge has been deleted. To
insert an edge we onsider it as already existent with length innity in the unaltered
graph and set the edge's length in the altered graph to the value given by the update.
This pro eeding has to be justied separately for ea h speed-up te hnique but mostly
works well: unless stated otherwise the prepro essing of the speed-up te hniques does
not hange be ause of the insertion of an edge with length innity.
The problem this work is about is that of e iently updating the prepro essed data of a
speed-up te hnique after the underlying graph has been updated: let G be a graph with
non-negative edge lengths lenold and an altered (non-negative) length fun tion lennew .
Further let Dold (Dnew ) be the data omputed in the prepro essing step of a speedup te hnique using lenold (lennew ). We say an algorithm alg(G, lenold , lennew , Dold ) is
an exa t re omputation of (G, lenold , lennew , Dold ) if its output is Dnew . We say (very
fuzzy) an algorithm alg(G, lenold , lennew , Dold ) is a quality preserving re omputation of
(G, lenold , lennew , Dold ) if its output is as good as Dnew with respe t to the runtime of
the queries speed-up te hnique.

Related work. Further reading on the stati ase of ea h speed-up te hnique an
be found at the beginning of the a ording se tion in the next hapter. Most of the
speed-up te hniques des ribed in this thesis are fairly new. Therefore only little resear h has been made on the dynami ase of these te hniques. Fundamental thoughts
about ben hmarking dynami shortest paths algorithms were published by Ramalingam
in [RR96℄. The dynami update of shortest paths trees has been studied by Frigioni,
Mar hetti-Spa amela and Nanni in [FMSN96℄, [FMSN98℄ and [FMSN00℄. A solution
for the dynami update of geometri ontainers was given by Wagner, Willhalm and
Zaroliagis in [WWZ04℄. To our best knowledge no papers are available for the dynami
update of multi-level graphs, highway hierar hies and rea h-values so far.
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Related problems.

We onsider only graphs with non-negative edge lengths. This
seems to be a small restri tion, but enormously s ales down the omplexity of the singlesour e (single/all)-target(s) problem. In fa t, the general problem allowing negative edge
lengths is NP-hard, therefore e ent solutions are not likely to exist. The main problem
when dealing with negative edge lengths is the existan e of negative y les. If no negative
y les exist, a problem with negative edge lengths an be transformed to one with nonnegative edge lengths in polynomial time. [AMO93℄ gives a good overview of fundamental
shortest path problems and algorithms.
An area in whi h pro eedings that help nd solutions for the re omputation of speed-up
te hniques may be found is the dynami all-pairs shortest-paths problem. We refer to
Demetres u's and Italiano's paper [DI05℄ for a list of related work on the topi and an
interesting, new algorithm solving this problem.

2.2 Canoni al Shortest Paths
At this point, we want to remind the reader that a shortest path is not ne essarily unique.
While some appli ations benet from obtaining a list of all possible shortest paths for a
given problem many others are su iently solved by omputing just one of su h paths.
The requirement for knowing all shortest paths o urs parti ularly when an algorithm
rst pre-sele ts some interesting paths and later determines the one to use.
In order to simplify the mathemati al treatment of a shortest-path algorithm it is onvenient to ensure the uniqueness of the shortest path for a given problem. We ould
do so by adding fra tions to ea h edge, all so small that they do not have any inuen e
further than determining whi h of all shortest paths for a given problem to hoose. This
approa h seems to be very un omfortable be ause of the o uring numeri al problems.
Another possibility is to use a deterministi rule that de ides whi h of a set of paths to
take.
5
8
2

ṽ
6

7

t

w
1
4

s
3

v

Fig. 2.1: Two shortest paths from s to t. The numbers within the verti es represent the
anoni al ordering, the orange verti es indu e the anoni al shortest path

N

We use an inje tive mapping from every vertex to to determine one path from the set
of all shortest s-t-paths. We all su h a path a anoni al shortest path :
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Denition 1 (Canoni al Shortest Paths)
alled a anoni al ordering of V .

An inje tive mapping o : V →

N is

Given a anoni al ordering o. A shortest path P with start vertex s and end vertex
t is said to be a anoni al (shortest) path if for any shortest path P̃ between s and t
follows:
Let (w, . . . , t) be the maximal subpath ending at t that P and P̃ have in ommon.
Further, let v (ṽ) be the prede essor of w on P (P̃ ). Then

o(v) < o(ṽ).

Figure 2.1 gives an example for hoosing a anoni al path in a graph with two shortest
paths between sour e and target. Note that a subpath onsisting of only one vertex may
be possible and that a anoni al ordering is impli itly given by the order in whi h the
verti es are put down in the omputer's memory.
When we des ribe the highway hierar hies te hnique (se tion 3.6) and rea h-based pruning (se tion 3.7, hapter 4, hapter 5) our aim is to ompute only anoni al shortest
paths and therefore we refer to anoni al shortest paths as shortest paths. We
want to stress that all speed-up te hniques des ribed in this work an be modied for
handling all shortest paths. We do not do that in order to in rease the readability of the
text and to emphasize the real idea behind the algorithms.
Further we will use the following properties of anoni al paths without expli itly mentioning them:

Uniqueness

The most important property of anoni al paths is that they are unique.

Existen e

Furthermore we will use that on a onne ted graph for all pairs of verti es
s, t the existen e of a anoni al path is guaranteed.

Inheritan e

The subpaths of anoni al paths are also anoni al paths.

Computability

In order to make Dijkstra's algorithm hoose the anoni al out of all
shortest paths the algorithm has only to be slightly adapted. The hanges will be
shown in the next se tion.

Proof 1 (Properties of Canoni al Shortest Paths)

The uniqueness follows dire tly from the denition of the anoni al shortest path.
To proof the inheritan e-property of shortest paths we onsider a anoni al shortest
path P = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn , u1 , . . . , um , t1 , . . . tk ) and assume that a anoni al shortest path
Q = (si , . . . , sn , v1 , . . . , vl , t1 , . . . , tk ) with u1 6= v1 and um 6= vl exists. Then must
o(vl ) < o(um ) and sin e Q̃ = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn , v1 , . . . , vl , t1 , . . . tk ) is also a shortest path
an P not be a anoni al shortest path. Therfore all subpaths of a anoni al shortest path
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that end with the same vertex are also anoni al shortest paths. The same argumentation
holds for all subpaths that start with the same vertex. Applying both dire tions we know
that all subpaths of anoni al shortest paths are also anoni al.
To show the existen e of a anoni al shortest path we des ribe a onstru tion of it. Given
two verti es s and t and the set S0 of all shortest s-t-paths (S0 an be onstru ted by a
variant of Dijkstra's algorithm). Starting with i = 0 we iteratively onstru t a sequen e
of sets of paths Si : Let P̃i = (p0 , p1 , . . . , pk = t) be the maximal subpath that ends with
t and that all paths in Si have in ommon. We want Si+1 to onsist of exa tly all paths
in Si for whi h the anoni al ordering of the prede essor vertex of p0 is minimal among
the anoni al orderings of prede essor verti es of p0 of paths in Si . The onstru tion
stops at iteration step j if #Sj = 1. It is easy to see that the path in luded in Sj is a
anoni al s-t-path.


2.3 Dijkstra's Algorithm
Dijkstra's algorithm is one of the most fundamental algorithms for the single-sour e
single/all-target(s) shortest path problem. The output of the algorithm is a list, providing
for every vertex v the prede essor of v on the shortest path from the sour e to v and the
length of that path.
The algorithm has to store the output and some extra information on its progress traversing the graph: it maintains for ea h vertex v a distan e label d(v), a parent vertex p(v)
and a status marker representing one of the states unvisited, visited and nished. All
status markers are initialized to be unvisited, the distan e labels to be innity and the
parent to be nil. After that, the sour e vertex is set to be visited and its distan e is set
to zero.
We provide a priority queue that ontains all visited verti es keyed by the distan e label,
the lower the better. While there are visited labels the algorithm removes the one with
the smallest distan e label from the queue, marks it as nished and relaxes all its outgoing
edges.
The relaxation of an edge (v, w) goes as follows: rst it is tested if d(w) > d(v)+ len(v, w)
or (d(w) = d(v) + len(v, w) and o(v) < o(p(w)). If that is true, the vertex w is marked
as visited, the parent of w is set to v , and the value of the distan e label is hanged to
d(v) + len(v, w). Finally, if the vertex w was unvisited before, it will be inserted into the
priority queue.
Note that the ondition's se ond possibility d(w) = d(v) + len(v, w) and o(v) < o(p(w))
is not a lassi al part of Dijkstra's algorithm. We added it here to ensure that only the
anoni al out of all shortest paths is hosen.
When a single-target problem is queried, the algorithm an break after the target-vertex
has been marked as nished.

12
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Fig. 2.2: Weighted Digraph (left side) and its shortest paths tree rooted at s (right side)

Algorithm 1: DIJKSTRA
1 for v ∈ V \ {s} do d(v) := ∞

2 d(s) := 0
3 insert s in Q
4 while Q 6= ∅ do
5
remove minimal Element v from Q
mark v as nished
6
7
for e := (v, w) ∈ E do
8
if w is not marked as nished then
if d(v) + len(e) < d(w) or (d(v) + len(e) = d(w)
9
10
11
12

then

and o(v) < o(p(w)))

d(w) := d(v) + len(e)
p(w) = v
if e ∈/ Q then insert w in Q

Proof 2 (Corre tness)

The orre tness of Dijkstra's algorithm relies on the fa t, that at ea h step, the tentative
path from the sour e to the vertex minimal in the priority queue already is a shortest
path. A omplete proof an be found in [AMO93℄.
Given a anoni al ordering o and an s-t-query. In order to prove that only anoni al
shortest paths are omputed we assume that at least one path P = (u1 , . . . , un ) is
ontained in the shortest-paths tree that is not anoni al. Let Q be the anoni al s-tpath and P̃ = (uk , . . . , un ) be the maximal subpath ending at t that both paths have in
ommon. Let q be the prede essor of uk on Q. Then is o(q) < o(uk−1 ) and the adaption
of Dijkstra's algorithm would not have settled uk via uk−1 .

Later, we will use the following notation: given the tentative shortest paths tree at an
arbitrary step of Dijkstra's algorithm. Then, the nished part of that tree is the tree's
subgraph indu ed by all verti es marked as nished.
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Runtime.

Even if the worst- ase runtime of the algorithm is O(n2 ) on dense graphs, one
an do mu h better on sparse graphs. The hoi e of the priority queue is a ru ial point for
the performan e. If the edge lengths are natural numbers bounded by a onstant C , Dials
Implementation needs O(m + nC), Johnson's Implementation O(m log log C) runtime.
Binary Heaps (runtime of O(m log n)) and Fibona i-Heaps (runtime of O(m + n log n))
are the best performing priority queues that are known for general sparse graphs. [CLL90℄
ontains a pre ise des ription of all these algorithms.

SetDijkstra.

Dijkstra's algorithm an also be used to nd for ea h vertex on the graph
the shortest path from the nearest of a set of given verti es. We will fa e that problem
in Chapter 5 as a subproblem of a speed-up te hnique's re omputation. A pra ti al
appli ation is to he k the overage of infrastru tural fa ilities.
SetDijkstra works as follows: given a set of `sour e verti es' we run Dijkstra's algorithm,
but initialize it using all sour e verti es instead of using only one sour e vertex. The
resulting output ontains for ea h vertex the prede essor on the way from the nearest
sour e vertex. We refer to that variant as SetDijkstra.

2.4 Updating Shortest Path Trees
Based on the algorithms des ribed by Frigioni, Mar hetti-Spa amela and Nanni in
[FMSN00℄, we present an algorithm that updates an existing shortest paths tree after a
set of edges has been updated. We assume that the shortest paths tree is identied by
a label ontaining the tree-prede essor of ea h vertex. Furthermore the distan e of ea h
vertex to the sour e shall be given. The update algorithm pro eeds mu h like Dijkstra's
algorithm.

R

Notation.

Given a graph G = (V, E) with length fun tion lenold : E → + and a
subset of edges U with updated edge lengths. The new length fun tion is denoted by
lennew : E → + . Let Told be the shortest-paths tree on G with respe t to lenold rooted
at a vertex s. Let Tnew be the tentative shortest paths tree omputed by our algorithm.
Initially Tnew equals Told . Let Pold (v)/Pnew (v) be the prede essor of the vertex v on
Told /Tnew . For ea h v ∈ V let distold (v)/distnew (v) be the distan e from s to v with
respe t to the old/new length fun tion. With D(v) we denote the tentative distan e
from s to v urrently omputed by our algorithm. Initally D(v) equals distold (v).

R

Initialization. At the initialization step we update the distan es of the target verti es
of edges in U . In order to do that we provide a priority queue H ontaining all edges
(u, v) of U keyed by the distan e label D(u). We iteratively remove the minimal edge
(u, v) from H and set D(v) := D(u) + lennew (u, v) if D(v) > D(u) + lennew (u, v) or
Pnew (v) = u. We update the priority of an edge in the queue if the distan e label of the
a ording sour e vertex has been updated.
We maintain a se ond priority queue Q that ontains ea h vertex v with altered and
tentative distan e label. The priority of v is D(v). When we hange the distan e label
of a vertex v whi h is not ontained in Q we insert v into Q (with the new distan e
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Fig. 2.3: Example for the update of a shortest paths tree. Continous lines represent edges
on the (tentative) shortest paths tree, dashed lines the other edges. The verti es
urrently in the queue are drawn red.
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as priority) and the original distan e of the vertex (the a tual value of D(v) before the
hange) is saved. We all that saved value DinsQueue(v). Ea h time the distan e label of
this vertex is hanged, the priority of the vertex has to be hanged to the new distan e.

Main Algorithm.

At the main algorithm we remove the minimal vertex m from the
queue and `pro ess' it. We iteratively repeat that until the queue is empty. The pro essing
of a vertex depends on the relation of its original and its a tual distan e:

• DinsQueue (v) = D(v). If the original distan e equals the a tual one, nothing is to
be done.
• DinsQueue (v) > D(v). If the distan e label of m has de reased we he k for every
outgoing edge (m, t) if the path to t ontaining the edge (m, t) is shorter than the
shortest path to t found so far. In that ase we update distan e label D(t) and
prede essor P (t) of t a ordingly.
• DinsQueue (v) < D(v). If the distan e label of m has in reased, we he k every
in oming edge (s, m) if a path using that edge is shorter than the shortest path
to m found so far. In that ase we update distan e label D(t) and prede essor
P (m) of m a ordingly. Now the distan e label of m is orre t and we sear h every
outgoing edge (m, t) that is part of the tentative shortest paths tree Tnew . For ea h
found edge (m, t), we set the distan e label of t to dist(m) + len(m, t).
after pro essing a vertex it is removed from the queue Q. The algorithm terminates when
Q is empty. Figure 2.3, page 15 shows the algorithm at work on an example graph.

Comparison with the algorithm in [FMSN00℄

Though the main ideas of the former
des ribed algorithm are the same as that in [FMSN00℄ we want to list the dieren es:

• The re omputation of our algorithm handles not only one edge update per time
but is a fully dynami algorithm.
• In [FMSN00℄ the existan e of a spe ial assignment of ea h edge to one of its endverti es is used in ombination with a datastru ture that sorts a subset of all edges
in ident to a vertex in order to guarantee better worst ase runtime.
• The algorithm in [FMSN00℄ operates on undire ted graphs.
Coarse sket h of the proof of

orre tness

The orre tness for in remental or de remental updates is proven ompletely analogous
to the proofs in [FMSN96, RR96℄.
The proof of orre tness for the fully dynami ase onsists of two steps: rst it is shown
that the algorithm would work orre t if the priority of ea h vertex v in the queue Q was
the orre t new distan e of v . That sub-proof works mu h like the proof of orre tness
for Dijkstra's algorithm.
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The se ond step is to show that the order in whi h the verti es are removed from the
queue does not have any inuen e on the nal values of Dv and (if shortest paths are
are supposed to be unique) has no inuen e on the nal values of the shortest paths tree
prede essors P (v). The author wants to point out that he has not nished that sub-proof
in detail.

Algorithm 2: UPDATE DIJKSTRA
input: Graph G, len(·), Distan e[℄, Prede

essor[℄

/* init

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

*/

forall edges e in update set U do

insert e in queue H with priority distan e[e.sour e℄

while queue H is not empty do

edge e := get minimal element from H
remove minimal element from H

if prede essor[e.target℄=e.sour e or distan e[e.target℄>distan e[e.sour e℄+len[e℄
then
UPDATE DISTANCE(e.sour e, e.target)
forall h in H with h.sour e=e.target do
update H -priority of h

/* step down the tree

10
11
12

*/

while queue Q is not empty do

node n:=get minimal element from Q
remove minimal element from Q

13
14
15
16
17
18

if oldDistan e[n℄<distan e[n℄ then
forall edges e with e.target=n do
if distan e[n℄>distan e[e.sour e℄+len[e℄ then

19
20
21
22

if oldDistan e[n℄>distan e[n℄ then
forall edges e with e.sour e=n do
if distan e[e.target℄>distan e[e.sour e℄+len[e℄ then

UPDATE DISTANCE(e.sour e, e.target)
forall edges e with (e.sour e=n and prede essor[e.target℄=n)
UPDATE DISTANCE(e.sour e, e.target)

UPDATE DISTANCE(e.sour e, e.target)

17
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Algorithm 3: UPDATE DISTANCE(fromNode, toNode)
1 if not Q ontains toNode then

2
oldDistan e[toNode℄:=distan e[toNode℄
3 distan e[toNode℄:=distan e[fromNode℄+len[(fromNode,toNode)℄
4 prede essor[toNode℄:=fromNode
5 if not Q ontains toNode then
6
insert toNode into Q with priority distan e[toNode℄)
7 else
8
hange priority of toNode in Q to distan e[toNode℄)

Heuristi

variant to improve a bat h update.

At this point we want to stress that the order how verti es are removed from the queue
does not inuen e the orre tness of the algorithm. It is a heuristi strategy to improve
the runtime. Our strategy works well on de remental updates: the algorithm pro eeds
like Dijkstra's algorithm would do but shrinks the pro essed part of the graph if possible. However, on in remental or fully dynami updates there are many ases where the
algorithm does not perform better than iteratively re omputing the shortest paths tree
edge-update by edge-update and performs worse than a full re omputation from s rat h.
Figure 2.4 shows su h an example.

s

1000
10

u

10

v

20
10

w

x
10

10

z

y
10

Fig. 2.4: Graph and shortest-paths tree rooted at s. The red numbers represent updated edge lengths. The optimal order to pro ess the verti es is: u,v,w,x,y,z.
Our update-algorithm would pro ess the verti es in the following order:
w,x,y,z,u,v,w,x,y,z.
To improve the performan e on in remental or fully dynami updates we propose a slight
hange in the algorithm: the priority of an edge (u, v) in the initialization queue H is the
distan e D(v) of (u, v)'s target vertex instead of its sour e vertex. At the initialization
only the rst edge in H is pro essed, then the main algorithm is performed. The main
algorithm almost works as des ribed. The only dieren e is that, before a minimal vertex
m from the queue is pro essed, the initialization step is performed for all elements of the
queue H with H -priority lower than the Q-priority of m.
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3 Speed-Up Te hniques

In this hapter we des ribe several te hniques that are used to speed up Dijkstra's sear h
when solving a single-sour e single-target problem. All des ribed te hniques ex ept bidire tional sear h and a goal-dire ted sear h variant require a prepro essing step to ompute data whi h is later used to speed up single-sour e single-target queries.
Goal-dire ted sear h and the landmark te hnique, whi h is a spe ial ase of goal-dire ted
sear h, alter the lengths of the original graph's edges in a way that preserves the property
that shortest paths from sour e to target remain shortests paths but `dire t' Dijkstra's
algorithm to arrive at the target while visiting fewer useless verti es.
The main idea of multi-level graphs and highway hierar hies is to build a new graph
whose shortest paths orrespond to shortest paths on the original graph. The new graph
is built in a manner that aims to minimize the number of verti es visited by Dijkstra's
algorithm. This is supported by a set of spe ial rules whi h edges (not) to relax.
The edge-label te hnique and rea h-based pruning atta h additional data to ea h edge or
vertex. This data an be used to identify bran hes of a shortest-paths tree that are not
relevant for the solution of a given single-sour e single-target problem. Therefore these
bran hes an be omitted, resulting in a faster sear h.
Changing the underlying graph an result in a hange of the prepro essed data. The
prepro essing is usually very time- onsuming and a omplete re omputation is often
not possible. Therefore it is important to nd pro edures whi h e iently update the
prepro essing without re omputing from s rat h when dealing with this situation. We
will show su h dynami update strategies for most of the des ribed speed-up te hniques.

3.1 Bidire tional Sear h
3.1.1 Query
A very ommon speed-up te hnique for the single-sour e single-target shortest paths
problem is the bidire tional sear h. This te hnique simultaniously performs two sear hes.
The rst, a normal Dijkstra's algorithm starts at the sour e and is alled the forward
sear h. The se ond is rooted at the target and is also a Dijkstra's algorithm, but applied
to the reverse graph, whi h is the graph with the same vertex set and the reverse edge
set E = {(u, v) | (v, u) ∈ E}. We all it the ba kward sear h. The algorithm terminates
19
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Fig. 3.1: Verti es visited (shown in red) by Dijkstra's algorithm (left) and bidire tional
sear h (right)
when one vertex v is marked as nished by both dire tions. The shortest path between
sour e and target is omposed by the shortest path from sour e to v found by the forward
sear h and the shortest path from v to target found by the ba kward sear h.
In [GKW05℄ Goldberg proposes a better stopping riterion: stop the algorithm when the
sum of the minimum labels of visited verti es for the forward and reverse sear hes is at
least the length of the shortest path seen so far.
Although performing the two sear hes ompletely simultanious would be possible on
multi ore/pro essor ma hines, alternating strategies must be used when using a single
pro essor ma hine. A simple approa h is to swap to the ontrary dire tion every time
after visiting a vertex. Another possibility is to keep the minimum distan e label from
visited verti es of the forward sear h approximately equal to the minimum distan e
label from visited verti es of the ba kward sear h. In order to do that the bidire tional
algorithm swaps to the ontrary sear h when the distan e label of the minimal queue
vertex is greater than the distan e label of the minimal vertex of the ontrary queue. We
all this alternating strategy distan e balan ed.
The reason why this te hnique a hieves an improvement of the runtime is a very intuitive
one. The set of verti es whi h are visited by Dijkstra's algorithm an be imagined as a
ball surrounding the sour e of the sear h. The unidire tional sear h needs one ball with
the distan e from sour e to target as radius. The bidire tional sear h on the other hand
needs two balls with only half the radius, ea h. This diminishes the visited area, whi h
is nothing else than the number of visited nodes.
Note that this te hnique an be ombined with several other speed-up te hniques and is
an integral part of the later shown speed-up te hnique using rea h values.

3.1.2 Dynami Update
This speed-up te hnique requires no prepro essing and therefore no data has to be reomputed after altering a graph.
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3.2 Goal-Dire ted Sear h
The goal-dire ted sear h, whi h is also alled A* was introdu ed in [HNBR68℄, the des ription here is based on [WW06℄. Its main idea is to stret h the ball of verti es visited
by Dijkstra's algorithm in the dire tion of the target. This way, many verti es useless for
the solution of a given problem will not be visited and an improvement in the algorithm's
runtime is a hieved.

3.2.1 Query
The sear h is a normal Dijkstra's algorithm but performed on an altered graph. The
vertex and the edge set of the original graph stay the same but the lengths of the edges
are altered in the following way:
The goal-dire ted sear h uses additional data in form of a fun tion from the graph's
verti es to reals. This fun tion an dier for dierent targets. In this ontext, we all
su h a fun tion a potential fun tion and denote it by p. The new length of an edge (u, v)
is assigned to lennew (u, v) = lenold (u, v) + p(v) − p(u).

Note, that a on rete implementation of the goal-dire ted sear h does not need to alter
the underlying graph at initialization. It only has to add the dieren e of the potential
fun tion p(v) − p(u) to the length of (u, v) when this edge is relaxed. This way, only the
edges whi h get relaxed during the sear h have to be onsidered to the hange, whi h
improves the runtime of the algorithm. Furthermore the sear h is easier to ombine with
other algorithms if the underlying graph stays the same.

Remember that Dijkstra's algorithm an only be applied if the underlying graph is free
from negative y les. We ensure that by laiming all new edge lengths to be non-negative.
A potential fun tion granting that property is alled feasible :

R

Denition: given a weighted graph G = (V, E) and a length fun tion len : V → +
0, a
potential fun tion p : V → is alled feasible if len(u, v) − p(u) + p(v) ≥ 0 for all edges
(u, v) ∈ E .

R

To nd feasible potential fun tions it is useful to sear h tight lower bounds for the distan e
to the target vertex t: if p(t) ≤ 0 then p(v) is a lower bound for the distan e from v to
t. Hen e, we an shift every feasible potential p to gain a new one pnew (v) = p(v) − p(t)
whi h is a valid lower bound and will result in the same sear h (will visit the same
verti es in the same order). As tighter lower bounds will push the sear h more into the
dire tion of the target, the main aim is to sear h those good potentials. A simple tri k
to extra t a better potential fun tion from a set of others is to ombine them by taking
the maximum:
If p1 , p2 , . . . , pn are feasible potential fun tions, then p(v) = max{p1 (v), p2 (v), . . . , pn (v)}
is a feasible potential fun tion.

3.2.2 Corre tness
Now, we are going to he k the orre tness of the algorithm: for ea h path P = (s =
v1 , v2 , . . . , vn = t) on the graph the length of the path applying the old edge lengths
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diers from the length of the path applying the new edge length by the same amount
p(t) − p(s):

lennew (P ) =

n
X

lennew (vi , vi+1 ) =

n
X
i=1

i=1

= −p(s) + p(t) +

n
X

lenold (vi , vi+1 ) − p(vi ) + p(vi+1 )

lenold (vi , vi+1 )

i=1

= −p(s) + p(t) + lenold (P )
Therefore a shortest path in the altered graph is also a shortest path in the original graph.


3.2.3 Example Potential Fun tions
For road maps or other graphs with a geographi origin good lower bounds an often
be found by exploiting the real-world oordinates of ea h vertex. These oordinates
determine a layout L : V → 2 of the graph. We now assume that the length of an edge
(u, v) is the Eu lidean distan e kL(u) − L(v)k of the edge's sour e and target vertex.
Then, the Eu lidean distan e to the target t, p(v) = kL(v) − L(t)k represents a feasible
potential.

R

target

target

source

source

Fig. 3.2: Part of a graph whose edge lengths are indu ed by the Eu lidean distan es of
the end verti es (left) and the same graph with altered edge lengths (by goal
dire ted sear h). The ir les entered at the target vertex represent the potential
of ea h vertex.
Often however, problems are given where the edge lengths are not exa tly proportional to
the Eu lidean distan es but orrelate. A ommon example for that situation is the travel
time on a road map. There a orre tive fa tor vmax = max(u,v)∈E {len(u, v)/kL(u) − L(v)k}
has to be multiplied to p: pcorr (v) = vmax · kL(v) − L(t)k.
Note that this pro eeding will work in any normed ve tor spa e if appropriate edge
lengths are given.
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3.2.4 Dynami Update of the Example Potential Fun tions
The rst example where edge lengths are proportional to the Eu lidean distan es requires
no prepro essing and therefore is fully dynami .
The only prepro essing used in the se ond example is guring out vmax . Pure in remental
vmax
by
al ulating
the
maximum
edge
updates
an
re ompute
vmax/update = max(u,v)∈U (len(u, v)/kL(u) − L(v)k over all edges in the set of updated
edges U . The old value vmax has to be substituted by the maximum of vmax and
vmax/update . This needs linear time in the number of updated edges.
For dealing with the fully dynami ase we propose a slight hange in the data stru ture.
The edges shall be sorted by len(u, v)/kL(u) − L(v)k. This slows the prepro essing from
O(m) to O(m log m) where m is the number of edges in the graph. Updated edges now
only have to be re-sorted. This is done in O(k log m) time, where k denotes the number
of updated edges and m the number of the edges in the graph. The new value for vmax
is the value of the last edge in the list.
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3.3 Landmarks
The landmark te hnique has been introdu ed in [GH05℄ as main part of the ALTalgorithms (ALT is an abbreviation for A-star, landmarks, triangular inequality). It
is a method to get potential fun tions for the goal-dire ted sear h only using the graph
and its length fun tion as input. Therefore it an be applied in ase no domain spe i
information is given. Its idea is to grow full shortest-paths trees on a very small number
of verti es (whi h we all landmarks in that ontext) and exploit lower bounds for the distan e to the target out of these trees using the triangular inequality for graphs. We want
to refer to [GH05℄ for an experimental study on this te hnique and some optimizations
in luding the ombination with bidire tional sear h.

3.3.1 Prepro essing
The prepro essing starts by hoosing a small number of verti es of the graph, whi h we
all landmarks. Then, for ea h landmark L we grow a full shortest paths tree rooted at
L.
dist(t, v)

v

t

dist(v, L) − dist(t, L)

L

Given a landmark L, the triangle inequality
on graphs, dist(v, L) − dist(t, L) ≤ dist(v, t)
holds. The gure to the left is a s hemati
example of that inequality. Therefore p(v) =
dist(v, L) − dist(t, L) provides a lower bound
for the distan e dist(v, t) from a vertex v to
the target t whi h we use as a feasible potential
fun tion.

As des ribed in the last se tion, the potential fun tions pi (v) derived from dierent landmarks an be ombined to one, better potential fun tion by taking the maximum
p(v) = maxi {pi (v)}. For speeding-up the query it may be useful to identify a subset
of landmarks whi h provide strong lower bounds for the distan e from sour e to target
of the sear h. Then the query is run only using these landmarks. Even though this
may ee t in visiting slightly more nodes, the savings in the al ulation of the potential
fun tion p often lead to a faster query.
Pi king the right landmarks is ru ial for that te hnique. In [GH05℄ good results are
reported for 1 to 16 landmarks at a graph size of 600.000 to 15 Mio edges. Some basi
sele tion strategies are:

By Random.

Choosing by random is a simple way of sele ting the landmarks. However,
the resulting potential fun tion may be far away from being optimal.

Geometri .

This approa h an be used for graphs with two dimensional layouts like
the ones des ribed in the last se tion. It derives from the observation that having
landmarks geometri ally lying behind the destination tend to give good potential
fun tions. The algorithm rst pi ks the vertex c that is most lose to the enter
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of the graph (here, all geometri statements are meant with respe t to the given
2-dimensional layout). Then, the graph is divided into pie-sli e se tors entered
at c, all of the se tors should ontain approximately the same number of verti es.
Now, for ea h se tor, the vertex farthest away from c is hosen as landmark.

Farthest Landmark.

Starting at an arbitrary vertex as rst landmark, this pro eeding
iteratively adds new landmarks. The following ondition has to be satised: ea h
new landmark is hosen su h that the distan e of the new landmark to the nearest
of all urrent landmarks is maximal.

3.3.2 Dynami Update
The prepro essing of the landmark te hnique onsists of two steps: rst hoosing the
landmarks and then performing Dijkstra's algorithm for ea h landmark.
If the landmarks stay the same the prepro essing an be e ently updated by the algorithm presented in se tion 2.4, page 14. Note that for most landmark sele tion strategies
only re omputing the shortest paths trees will not give the same result as a full re omputation from s at h would do, be ause the landmarks stay the same.
However, the landmarks that result from a omplete re- hoosing are near to the old
landmarks as long as the hanges in the graph stay 'little enough'. In this ase, the
re omputation is quality preserving. When updating the prepro essing without hanging
the landmarks it is important to know wether the sele tion remains `good'. An indi ation
for that is the new distan e between the landmarks whi h is expli itely known by the
shortest paths trees. Landmarks near to ea h other are ine ient and should by repla ed
by new ones.
We do not have to apply that pro eeding on the random and the geometri landmark
sele tion strategy: the edges have no inuen e on these strategies and therefore the
landmarks remain the same after an edge update.
To deal with the farthest landmark strategy we re ompute the shortest paths trees with
the algorithm presented in se tion 2.4. Then we he k on landmarks near to another.
If we nd a pair of su h landmarks, one of both is removed and repla ed by a new one
sele ted by the farthest landmark riterion.
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3.4 Edge Labels
This te hnique needs a geometri layout of the underlying graph and tagges to ea h edge
(u, v) some prepro essed geometri information (the edge label) about the area of all
verti es that lie on a shortest path that begins with (u, v). When an edge (u, v) is to
be relaxed it is he ked whether the target vertex t of the sear h is within the a ording
area of (u, v). The edge (u, v) an be ignored if t is not within that area.
One an distuingish two types of edge labels: bit-ve tors and geometri ontainers. When
using bit-ve tors the whole graph is separated into several areas. Given an edge (u, v),
the bit-ve tor of (u, v) odes the information whi h areas ontain at least one vertex
on a shortest path starting at (u, v). Further reading on bit-ve tors an be found in
[KMS04, Lau04, MSS+ 05℄.
Geometri ontainers are due to S hulz, Wagner and Weihe [SWW99℄ and have been improved and experimental studied by Wagner, Willhalm and Zaroliagis in [Wil05, WWZ04,
WW06℄. The geometri ontainer of an edge (u, v) is a geometri obje t that ontains at
least all verti es to whi h a shortest path starts at (u, v).

3.4.1 Basi s
If for ea h edge (u, v) the exa t set H(u, v) of all verti es t for whi h (u, v) is on the
shortest path from u to t is known, good pruning an be a hieved: Dijkstra's algorithm
an leave out the relaxation of ea h edge for whi h the atta hed target set does not
ontain the target of the sear h. It is easy to see that this pruning keeps the optimality
of the omputed path from sour e to target.
As storing all these sets is prohibitive be ause of the memory onsumption, appropriate
supersets have to be found. Su h a superset H(u, v) has to satisfy three requirements:
rst, it must be possible to determine very fast if a vertex is ontained in H(u, v). Se ond,
H(u, v) should not ontain too mu h verti es that are on no shortest path starting at
the edge (u, v). Finally, H(u, v) has to be storaged with onstant or at least very few
memory. For real-world data with a given two-dimensional layout L : V → 2 like
road-networks geometri obje ts seem to be a good hoi e.

R

Note that this pro eeding also works without a given real-world justied layout. One
an also try to ompute layouts that promise to ee t in a good speed-up.

3.4.2 Geometri Containers
The geometri ontainer of an edge (u, v) is a `simple' geometri obje t that ontains
at least all verti es of H(u, v). Out of onvex obje ts like angular se tors or ir les,
re tangles have been reported to produ e the best results in the algorithms runtime.
The minimal, re tangular shaped, parallel to the axes geometri ontainer of an edge is
alled its bounding box.
A bidire tional variant of pruning using bounding boxes is due to [WWZ04℄. It uses two
dierent edge-labels:
The ( onsistent) target ontainer T (v, w) of an edge (v, w) is an re tangle (an area
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v

u

Fig. 3.3: Bounding Box of the edge (u, v). The graph's shortest paths tree rooted at u is
drawn with solid lines.

R

R

R ⊂ 2 of the form {(x, y) ∈ 2 | xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax , ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax }) that ontains
at least all verti es t for whi h there is a shortest path from v to t using the edge (v, w).
The ( onsistent) sour e ontainer S(v, w) of an edge (v, w) is a re tangle that ontains
at least all verti es s for whi h there is a shortest path from s to w using the edge (v, w).
We want to point out that su h a ontainer does not have to be minimal. It only has to
ontain the a ording bounding box.

Prepro essing. To get the target ontainers we run for ea h vertex r on the graph a
slightly enhan ed Dijkstra's algorithm rooted at r . During the algorithm we keep, for
ea h labeled vertex v , the edge (r, u) on the tentative shortest path to v . When v is
nished we enhan e the bounding box of (r, u) to ontain v , if ne essary. We use this
method on the reverse graph to get the sour e ontainers.
Query.

To answer a single-sour e single-target problem with sour e s and target t a
bidire tional Dijkstra's sear h is used. The forward sear h is altered su h that ea h edge
(u, v) is not relaxed if t is not in T (u, v), the ba kward sear h does not relax every edge
(u, v) with s not in S(u, v).

3.4.3 Bit-Ve tors
This pro eeding works as follows: rst, we partition the graph into k areas. Then, we
assign to ea h edge a bit-ve tor with k bits. Ea h bit represents one of the pre omputed
areas. We x an arbitrary area A and an arbitrary edge (u, v). The bit of (u, v) that
represents A is set to false if (u, v) lies on no shortest path with at least one vertex in A.
Otherwise the bit is set to true.
A ording to [Wil05℄, useful partitions an be found through kd-trees when dealing with
road maps and through the method des ribed in [HK00℄ in the general ase.

Prepro essing.

The prepro essing dire tly transfers from the prepro essing of geomet-
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ri ontainers. [WW06℄ mentions a great speed-up for the prepro essing of bit-ve tors:
every shortest path in ident to at least two dierent areas has to enter an area at one
vertex. Therefore it is su ent to onsider only verti es on the border of an area instead
of solving the omplete all-pairs shortest-paths problem. We do that by solving, for ea h
vertex that is on the border of at least one area, the single-sour e all-targets problem of
the reverse graph.

v

D

C
u

A

B

Fig. 3.4: Sample partition in 4 areas. The graph's shortest paths tree rooted at u is drawn
with solid lines. The bitve tor of the edge (u, v) is (A = 0, B = 1, C = 0, D = 1).

3.4.4 Dynami Update of Geometri Containers
A routine to update the prepro essing of the bidire tional variant of geometri ontainers
has been published in [WWZ04℄. It handles one edge update per time and is split into a
de remental and an in remental pro eeding. Both pro eedings do not onsider shortest
paths that have been destroyed by the update but only re ompute all shortest paths that
have been reated due to the edge update. Therefore existing edge ontainers annot
shrink and the update routine is not an exa t re omputation. The update method has
been reported to be four times faster than a re omputation from s rat h would be.

In remental Update.

Given an edge (u, v) with in reased length we want to limit
the area of all shortest paths that have been reated by the update: if an s-t path has
been reated by the in rement of the length of the edge (u, v) then must (u, v) be on the
shortest s-t-path on the old graph. It follows that (u, v) is the last edge of a shortest
s-v -path and the rst edge of a shortest u-t-path in the original graph. Therefore is s
ontained in Sold (u, v) and t in Told (u, v).
To update the geometri ontainers we grow a full shortest-paths tree on ea h vertex in
Sold (u, v) when omputing the target ontainers and on ea h vertex in Told (u, v) when
omputing the sour e ontainers. The existing geometri ontainers of verti es outgoing
from these verti es are augmented like in the stati prepro essing routine.
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A se ond improvement is as follows. It an be shown that for ea h node x on a shortest
s-t-path reated by the update of the edge (u, v):

distnew (s, x) < distnew (s, u) + lennew (u, v) + distnew (v, x)
Note that the inequality only holds in ase shortest paths are unique. In the general
ase the < has to be repla ed by a ≤. To exploit the inequality we rst run a Dijkstra's
algorithm on the ba kward graph rooted u and a Dijkstra's algorithm rooted at v . Then
distnew (s, u) and distnew (v, x) are known for every s and x. When we perform the
update algorithm this inequality an be he ked everytime an edge is relaxed by Dijkstra's
algorithm and we an omit those edges whose target verti es do not fulll it.

De remental Update.

Now we deal with the situation that the length of an edge (u, v)
has been de reased. Here, the former statement hanges to:
If an s-t path has been reated by the de rement of the length of the edge (u, v) then
must (u, v) be on the shortest s-t-path on the new graph. It follows that (u, v) is the last
edge of a shortest s-v -path and the rst edge of a shortest u-t-path on the new graph.
Therefore is s ontained in Snew (u, v) and t in Tnew (u, v).
Sin e Snew (u, v) and Tnew (u, v) are unknown at the beginning of the update the rst step
of the algorithm is to re ompute them like in the stati ase. Then we pro eed like in
the in remental ase only repla ing Sold and Told by Snew and Tnew .
The improvement hanges to

distnew (s, x) < distnew (s, u) + lenold (u, v) + distnew (v, x)
and an also be applied like in the in remental ase.
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3.5 Multi-Level Graphs
Multi-level graphs have been intensively experimentally studied sin e they were introdu ed by S hulz, Wagner and Weihe in [SWW99, SWW00, SWZ02℄. This des ription is
a summary of [HSW06℄, the most re ent paper on the topi . We enhan ed it by a sket h
of a new update algorithm for the method.
The speed-up of this te hnique results from a prepro essing step at whi h the input graph
is de omposed into l + 1 levels. This de omposition is used to limit the sear h spa e of
Dijkstra's algorithm. Furthermore additional edges are inserted that represent shortest
paths onne ting important verti es on the graph. These edges an be used as short uts
for Dijkstra's Algorithm.

3.5.1 Data Stru ture

R

Given a graph G = (V, E) with non-negative edge lengths len : E → + and a subset
of the graph's verti es S ⊂ V , we want to onstru t the shortest path overlay graph
G′ = (S, E ′ ) that is dened as follows: for ea h (u, v) ∈ S × S there is an edge (u, v) in
E ′ if and only if for any shortest u-v -path in G no internal vertex belongs to S (internal
verti es are all verti es on the path ex ept u and v ). The length of ea h edge in E ′
is determined by the following ondition: for ea h pair of verti es (u, v) ∈ S × S the
distan e from u to v on G′ equals the distan e of the two verti es on G.
The onstru tion of that graph an be done by the min-overlay algorithm:

Algorithm 4: min-overlay(G, len(), S )
forall verti es u ∈ S do
• run Dijkstra's algorithm on the graph G with root u
se ), addition is done pairwise, the
• the edge weights are pairs (len(e),

−1 ; source(e) ∈ S \ {u}
,
order is lexi ographi , se =
0 ; otherwise
• break if all verti es in the queue have distan e of at most (·, −1)

forall verti es v ∈ S \ {u} do
if dist(u, v) = (·, 0) then

introdu e an edge (u, v) in E ′ with weight dist(u, v)

Given a sequen e of l subsets of verti es Si (1 ≤ i ≤ l) with V = S0 ⊃ S1 ⊃ S2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Sl
the basi multi-level graph is the result of iteratively applying the min-overlay algorithm:
starting with G and S1 , the min-overlay algorithm inserts a set E1 of edges. Ea h
following step i, min-overlay is applied to (Si , Ei ) and Si+1 and inserts the set Ei+1 of
edges. We all the subgraph (Si , Ei ) the level i. We say a vertex v is of level i (or a
level-i vertex) if i is the maximal level that ontains v .
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Fig. 3.5: Bidire ted 2-level multilevel-graph. The quadrati verti es represent verti es in
S . The lower gure shows the original graph, the upper gure shows the edges
inserted by the min-overlay algorithm.
If the usage of more prepro essing time and memory onsumption is a eptable, the
shortest-paths queries an further be sped up by inserting even more edges to the basi
multi-level graph. The resulting extended multi-level graph ontains two new types of
edges: upward edges from verti es in Si−1 \ Si to verti es in Si and downward edges
from verti es in Si to verti es in Si−1 \ Si . As in the basi multi-level graph, the length
of an edge equals the length of a shortest path on the underlying graph. An upward edge
(u, v) with u ∈ Si−1 \ Si and v ∈ Si (or an downward edge with v ∈ Si−1 \ Si and u ∈ Si )
is only inserted if and only if no other vertex w ∈ Si is on a shortest path from u to v .
The min-overlay algorithm an be altered to onstru t the extended multi-level graph.
By hanging the last step where the new edges are introdu ed we an onstru t downward
edges: we onsider also verti es v ∈ V \ S and an edge is introdu ed if dist(u, v) = (·, 0).
Upward edges are onstru ted by running Dijkstra's algorithm for all verti es of the
underlying graph instead of running it only for verti es in Si , and by introdu ing an edge
(u, v) if and only if dist(u, v) = (·, 0).

3.5.2 Query
To answer a given s-t-query, only a subgraph of the basi /extended multi-level graph has
to be sear hed. This subgraph is theoreti ally determined by a onstru t alled tree of
onne ted omponents, whose des ription we want to omit be ause it is not of importan e
for the update of the multi-level graph. Therefore, we only sket h the sear h algorithm.
The extra information of the tree of onne ted omponents that is used for the query is
a partition of ea h level i − 1 that is indu ed by the verti es in Si . We use the following
notation: given an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ l and a vertex v on the subgraph of the multi-level
graph that is indu ed by the verti es Si−1 \ Si , then Civ denotes the maximal onne ted
omponent on that subgraph ontaining v . From now on, we assume that the stru ture
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of the omponents Civ is known.
Assume that s is a level-k, t is a level-h vertex. Starting a Dijkstra's sear h at s, the
shortest s-t-path query on the basi multi-level graph has to onsider only edges ontained
in Ek while sear hing in Cks . The omponent Cks may only be left to a vertex v of higher
level k + n, n ∈ >0 . When relaxing the outgoing edges e of v , only those ontained
in Ek+n are onsidered. The same holds for ea h following level: onne ted omponents
may only be left to a vertex of higher level.

N

When the sear h as ends to the highest level or a level i on whi h s and t are in the same
onne ted omponent on the subgraph of G indu ed by the verti es V \ Si+1 , no higher
levels have to be onsidered. All edges of that level i may be used and the sear h may
des end in dire tion of t. Here, the sear h spa e is pruned analogously. When we relax
outgoing edges from a vertex of level k + n with k + n > i we onsider all edges of level
i instead of all edges of level k + n.
The query an be further improved by a similar sear h using the edges of the extended
multi-level graph.

s
t

Fig. 3.6: sear h-spa e for an s-t-query on the example 2-level multi-level graph
The important tuning parameter of this te hnique are number of levels and number
and sele tion of the verti es in Si . We refer to [HSW06℄ for an experimental study of
dierent riteria for sele ting these verti es. An exa t des ription of the query algorithm
and proofs of the orre tness of the method an be found in [SWZ02℄.

3.5.3 Dynami Update
Motivation

We onsider a graph G = (V, E) and its min-overlay graph M O indu ed by a set of
verti es S whi h we all separator verti es here. Intuitively speaking, the verti es in S
separate the graph and the subgraph G− indu ed by the verti es V \ S onsists of many
little onne ted omponents if the verti es in S are `well' hosen. It is obvious that an
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edge on the min-overlay graph either represents only one edge with end-verti es in S or
onne ts verti es adja ent to the same omponent of G− : a path ontaining more than
one edge between two separator-verti es that are not adja ent to the same omponent
has to traverse at least two omponents. Therefore it has to pass at least one other
separator-vertex and is not represented by an edge in the min-overlay graph.
Let us assume an edge u has been updated. To re ompute the min-overlay graph of G, we
only have to onsider separator verti es adja ent to the onne ted omponent ontaining
u. The overlay edges of all other verti es stay the same. We will later treat some spe ial
ases where an edge u is not ontained in any onne ted omponent.
As we allow edge insertions and deletions the stru ture of the onne ted omponents may
alter due to an edge udate: omponents an grow or shrink, be unioned, parted, reated
or destroyed. In this ase we have to identify these stru ture-altered omponents and
must onsider all separator verti es adja ent to either the original or the altered/new
omponents.
We now present an algorithm that re omputes an existing multi-level graph level-by-level.
The min-overlay graph of ea h level is re omputed only onsidering separator verti es
adja ent to omponents with updated edges. We also give some strategies to further
diminish the set of separator verti es onsidered for re omputation.
Outline

R

Given a graph G = (V, E) with length fun tion lenold : E → + , a sequen e of l subsets
of verti es Si (1 ≤ i ≤ l) with V = S0 ⊃ S1 ⊃ S2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Sl and the multi-level graph
M L of G with respe t to that sequen e. The update is given by a new length fun tion
lennew : E → + . The set of all edges with altered length is denoted by U . We all G
the original graph if we apply the edge lengths lenold and all it the altered graph if we
apply the edge lengths lennew .

R

To avoid that edges exist that are ontained in no onne ted omponent we alter our
notion of onne ted omponent Civ (page 31): we want Civ to in lude also all adja ent
separator verti es of that level and the edges between these verti es. If an edge onne ts
two separator verti es not adja ent to the same omponent we regard those two verti es
and the edge onne ting them as a separate, degenerated omponent. We further assume
that for ea h vertex and ea h level, the vertex is ontained in, a label is given that
identies the a ording onne ted omponent(s) Civ .
To re ompute the multi-level graph of G the graph has to be updated level-by-level.
Starting with i = 0, we know the set of all updated edges Ui of level i and re ompute
that level as follows: rst, we update the verti es' onne ted omponent labels. This
is ne essary be ause edge insertions or edge deletions may ae t the stru ture of the
onne ted omponents.
Then for ea h separator vertex s ontained in at least one omponent C that either
ontains at least one element of Ui or that has hanged its form, we re ompute the
min-overlay edges outgoing from s. We remove the min-overlay edges of deleted ompo-
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nents. Finally, the hanges Ui+1 between the old and the new overlay graphs have to be
identied.
The orre tness of this algorithm follows dire tly from the observation that the edges inserted by the min-overlay algorithm represent only paths within a onne ted omponent.
Re omputation of the min-overlay edges outgoing from a given separator vertex

We use the min-overlay algorithm to re ompute the min-overlay edges outgoing from a
separator vertex s. The only hange in the algorithm is to grow a shortest paths tree
only from s instead of growing a shortest-paths tree on ea h separator vertex. Therefore
the rst line of Algorithm 4, page 30 hanges to for vertex s do.
Full Re omputation of a Conne ted Component

When dealing with updates that `seem to have a great impa t on the shortest path stru ture of a onne ted omponent C', it is reasonable to re ompute the overlay edges for ea h
separator vertex ontained in that omponent. Espe ially in the ase that many edges of
a omponent have hanged their lengths, this approa h is likely to be runtime-optimal
among all possibilities that use no extra information gathered for handling dynami updates.
Sophisti ated Re omputation of a Conne ted Component

Basi s.

However, we believe that another strategy does better if the number of updated
edges within a onne ted omponent is small in relation to the omponent. For simpli ity,
we restri t this des ription to omponents that have not hanged their form. Given a
omponent C on a graph G, the set of separator verti es S ontained in C , old and new
length fun tions lenold , lennew and the set U of edges with updated length. We all G
the original graph if we apply lenold and all it the altered graph if we apply lennew .

Re omputation.

We know that the update of an edge (u, v) an only inuen e an edge
between two separator verti es s and t on the min-overlay graph if at least one shortest
path between s and t has no other separator vertex on the subpath from s to u and no
other separator vertex on the subpath from v to t.
We use a modi ation of the min-overlay algorithm to identify all verti es S − ⊆ S that
are sour e verti es of overlay edges that have to be onsidered for the re ompution: to nd
S − we run, for ea h edge (u, v) in U , Dijkstra's algorithm rooted at v on the ba kward
omponent (the omponent with the ba kward edge set) of the original graph. The edge
weights and addition are dened analogously to the edge weights and addition in the
min-overlay algorithm: the length of an edge (x, s) with s ∈ S (that are all edges that
go out from a separator vertex on the ba kward edge set) is (len(x, s), −1). The length
of ea h edge (w, v) with w 6= u is (len(w, v), −1). The length of all other edges (x, y) is
(len(x, y), 0). We stop the sear h when all verti es in the queue have distan e of at most
(·, −1). We repeat the sear hes on the altered graph.
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Let S − denote the set of all verti es w ∈ S with distan e (·, 0) visited in at least one of the
sear hes. By the onstru tion of S − we know that S − ontains all separator verti es from
whi h, either on the original or the altered graph, a shortest path starts that ontains an
updated edge (u, v) and has no other separator vertex on the path from w to v .

S−

Fig. 3.7: S hemati representation of S − in a onne ted omponent ontaining an updated edge.

Therefore, the outgoing overlay edges of all verti es in S \ S − remain the same. We only
have to re ompute the overlay edges outgoing from a vertex in S − . Figure 3.7 shows a
s hemati example for S − within a onne ted omponent.
If the extended multi-level graph is to be updated, we dene S − to onsist of all verti es
v ∈ S with distan e (·, 0).

Bidire tional Variant

Analogously, we an run the sear hes used to nd S − also on the original edge set (instead
of on the reverse edge set) of the original and the altered graph with the sour e vertex
of ea h updated edge as roots. We denote the resulting set by S + and know that S +
ontains all separator verti es at whi h, either on the original or the altered graph, a
shortest path ends that ontains an updated edge and has no other separator vertex on
the path from the updated edge to the separator vertex. To re ompute the a ording
overlay edges, we an pro eed as in the rst ase but have to run the algorithm on the
reverse edge set.
A promising heuristi to redu e the ost of the min-overlay re omputation is to ompute
both sets, S + and S − . Then, the re omputation should be performed using the set
ontaining fewer verti es. Figure 3.8 shows an s hemati example for S − and S + within
a onne ted omponent.
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S+

S−

Fig. 3.8: S hemati representation of S − and S + in a onne ted omponent ontaining
an updated edge

Improvement for the Bidire tional Variant.

Assume that only one edge on the
graph has hanged its length. Before performing the update of the basi multi-level
graph, S − and S + an be further diminished. On e again we want to stress that the
update of an edge hanges the min-overlay graph only if it lies on a shortest path, either
on the original or on the altered omponent.
After performing the algorithm to ompute S − and S + , we know for ea h updated edge
(u, v) and ea h vertex s− ∈ S − the distan e from s− to u on the original graph. For ea h
updated edge e and ea h vertex s+ ∈ S + we know the distan e from the v to s+ .

We observe that the in rement of an edge (u, v) an ae t the min-overlay graph only if
(u, v) is on a shortest path between two separator verti es on the original graph. We an
ex lude that (u, v) is on a shortest path (represented on the min-overlay graph) between
s− ∈ S − and s+ ∈ S + if dist(s− , u)old + len(u, v)old + dist(v, s+ )old is greater than the
length of the min-overlay edge between s− and s+ . Figure 3.9 visualizes that ondition.
s+

20
10
50
30
s−

Fig. 3.9: S hemati representation of a onne ted omponent. The red edge annot be
on a path responsible for the dashed overlay edge between s− and s+ .
A similar argument works for de remented edges. The de rement of an edge (u, v) an
only ae t the min-overlay graph if a path between two separator verti es s− and s+ is
smaller than the a tual shortest path.
Con luding, to re ompute the overlay graph, we only have to onsider separator verti es
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s− ∈ S − for whi h at least one edge with in remented length (u, v) and one vertex
s+ ∈ S + exists su h that an overlay edge between s− and s+ exists and
distold (s− , u) + lengthold (u, v) + distold (v, s+ ) = lenold (overlay edge between s− and s+ )
or at least one edge with de remented length (u, v) and one vertex s+ ∈ S + exists su h
that either no overlay edge between s− and s+ exists or

distnew (s− , u) + lengthnew (u, v) + distnew (v, s+ ) <
lenold (overlay edge between s− and s+ )
Note that this strategy an be enhan ed to handle updates ontaining multiple edges. The
pro eeding for pure in remental or pure de remental updates is obvious. The possibility
to enhan e it to handle the fully dynami ase results from the observation that a shortest
path that hanges be ause of the update of a set of edges U must ontain at least one
end vertex of an edge in U .

With Use of Additional Data.

If we store, for ea h edge e of the overlay graph, all
shortest paths that are responsible for the existen e of e, we an further speed-up the
update: we only have to onsider all verti es v ∈ Si from whi h su h a shortest path
ontains either an in remented edge or an end-vertex of a de remented edge. A problem
of this strategy is that it will ee t in the onsumation of a huge amount of memory.

Comments. Finally, we want to stress that the hoi e of the sets Si usually is dependent
on the underlying graph. Our update strategy does not update the sets Si and therefore
all these pro eedings are no exa t re omputations of the prepro essing. However, the
pro eedings are useful be ause they are quality preserving as long as the hanges between
original and altered graph stay `little enough'.
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3.6 Highway Hierar hies
This fairly new te hnique is due to Sanders and S hultes [SS05℄ and works on undire ted
graphs. A paper [SS06℄ presenting an improved version that also works on dire ted
graphs is to appear. Its main idea is to transform the original graph into a hierar hi al
graph ontaining the original graph as rst level. Ea h level i is like the former level i − i
but only edges and verti es that are in the middle of shortest paths that ontain many
verti es on the level i − 1 are kept on level i. Additionally, the remaining subgraph gets
ontra ted in some way. The query uses a modied version of Dijkstra's algorithm that
is run on the prepro essed, hierar hi al graph and strongly prunes the sear h spa e.

3.6.1 Data Stru ture
The usage of highway hierar hies requires the notion of anoni al shortest paths. Although in [SS05℄ the anoni al shortest path is dened more general than in this work we
restri t here to our denition and always think of the version that omputes anoni al
shortest paths when we talk of Dijkstra's algorithm.
To distuingish whi h edge is far enough to the ends of a shortest path to keep it on the
next level, we rst have to dene the notion of H-neighbourhood: given the ase that the
priority queue used by Djikstra's Algorithm ontains more than one minimal element,
we x an arbitrary but deterministi rule whi h vertex to take. Then, the Dijkstra rank
rs (v) is the number of verti es already nished by a Dijkstra's algorithm starting at s at
the time the vertex v gets marked as nished. For a given vertex s and an integer H ,
we denote by dH (s) the distan e of the H- losest vertex from s. The H-neighbourhood
NH (s) is dened as NH (s) := {v ∈ V | D(s, v) ≤ dh (S)}. From now on we x an
arbitrary H and only write N (s).
Now we are able to des ribe an iterative pro eeding that onstru ts a sequen e of graphs
(Gi )i=0...n alled highway hierar hy. Ea h graph in that sequen e represents one level of
our hierar hi al graph used for the sear h. As mentioned, the rst graph in the sequen e
is the original one. Ea h following graph is omputed by building the highway network
Gi+1 of a ontra ted version G′i of its prede essor. This is done in two steps:
The rst step removes all edges (u, v) from G′i that do not belong to a ( anoni al) shortest
path P = (s, . . . , u, v, . . . , t) with v 6∈ N (s) and u 6∈ N (t). Furthermore all verti es that
be ame isolated are also removed. The resulting graph is the highway network Gi+1 .
In the ontra tion step G′i+1 is built: the graph is split into its maximal vertex indu ed
subgraph with minimum degree two (we all that the 2- ore of the graph) and all atta hed
trees (that are trees whose roots belong to the 2- ore, but all other verti es do not belong
to it). Then all atta hed trees are removed. The remaining graph may ontain paths
(u0 , u1 , . . . , uk ) where ea h inner vertex u1 , u2 , uk−1 has degree 2. We all that paths
lines and repla e every line by a new edge (u0 , uk ). The resulting graph is the ontra ted
highway network G′i+1 .
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3.6.2 Query
The query used by this te hnique is a modied bidire tional Dijkstra's algorithm that is
run on a graph G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ). This graph onsists of all graphs G0 , G1 , . . . , GL . Note that
for every vertex v and every level l with v ∈ Gl the graph G̃ ontains a opy vl of v .
For all verti es v ∈ G and all pairs vl , vl+1 ∈ G̃ additional edges (vl , vl+1 ) with length 0
are inserted. These edges are alled verti al edges and onne t the instan es of the same
vertex in onse utive levels. We all all other edges (those are all ontained in Gi for an
i ≤ L) horizontal edges.

The graph is enri hed with the following information: for ea h vertex v ∈ G and ea h
level l ≤ L the distan e to the H- losest node in level l, dlH (v) is given. By denition we
set dlH to be innity if l = L or v 6∈ G′l . We all the H-neighbourhood of a vertex v ∈ G′l
N l (v) = {v ′ ∈ Vl′ | d(v, v ′ ) ≤ dlH (v)}.
To answer an s-t-query, both dire tions of the bidire tional Dijkstra's algorithm are
expanded by the following rules:

• A vertex v is an entran e point if it either has been settled via an verti al edge or
if v ∈ G′i and has been nished from an horizontal edge starting at a vertex in Gi .
The orresponding entran e point of a nished vertex v is the last entran e point
on the path to v . In ea h level l, no horizontal edge is relaxed that would leave the
neighbourhood N l (v∗) of the orresponding entran e point v∗.
• Never visit a vertex v ∈ Gi \ G′i by a horizontal edge starting at a vertex v ′ ∈ G′i .
Furthermore a dierent abort riterion is used: pro eed the sear hes until both sear h
s opes have met. Pro eed further and abort as soon as for ea h dire tion starting from
d ∈ {s, t} the sear h from d has no rea hed but unsettled vertex on levels i where i is
lower or equal to the level of an horizonal edges that has been skipped by the opposite
sear h.

3.6.3 Comments
A proof of the orre tness, further improvements on that pro eeding and a des ription of
the highway network's onstru tion and ontra tion an be found in the original works.
An interesting formulation of the highway-hierar hy te hnique that shows the onne tion
between this te hnique and rea h-based pruning is stated in [GKW05℄.
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3.7 Rea h-Based Pruning
Rea h is an edge measure value introdu ed by Gutman in [Gut04℄. The rea h of an edge
is high, if it lies in the middle of long shortest paths. This an be used for pruning edges
when performing Dijkstra's sear h: if the sear h is far enough from target and sour e only
edges with high rea h have to be onsidered. This way, the sear h spa e is sparsi ated
using the rea h value. The denition of rea h, des ribed in the original work is a very
general one. The denition, onstru tion- and pruning-strategies we use in this paper
hold mainly to a modi ation of the original rea h des ribed in [GKW05℄. Se tion 4.8,
page 57 shortly reports the dieren es between this des ription and the des riptions in
[Gut04℄ and [GKW05℄. Chapter 4, page 44 explains how to onstru t rea h values and
upper bounds for rea h values while Chapter 5, page 59 des ribes a dynami algorithm
that e ently updates prepro essed upper bounds for rea h values.

3.7.1 Denition

Denition 2 (Rea h)

Let P be a path from s to t and (v, w) be an edge on P . We
denote by P(s,w) the subpath of P from s to w and by P(v,t) the subpath of P from
v to t. Then the rea h of (v, w) with respe t to P
rea hP (v, w) = min{len(P(s,w) ), len(P(v,t) )}
is the minimum of the length of the prex of P and the length of the sux of P .
The rea h of an edge (v, w) (within a graph G) is dened as
rea h(v, w) =

P

max

is anoni al path on G
P ontains(v,w)

{rea hP (v, w)}

the maximum over all shortest paths P through (v, w), of the rea h of (v, w) with
respe t to P . We all a path P responsible for the rea h of an edge (v, w) if the rea h
of (v, w) with respe t to P is the rea h of (v, w).
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Fig. 3.10: Rea h values of a sample graph. Bla k numbers represent edge lengths, red
numbers rea h values.
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Fig. 3.11: Rea h values of a sample path. Bla k numbers represent edge lengths, red
numbers rea h values.
An algorithm that omputes rea h values an be found in the next se tion. As omputing
rea h values is very time-expensive while upper rea h values an be omputed in mu h
shorter time, these are used for rea h-based pruning. Their onstru tion an also be
found in the next se tion.

3.7.2 Query
We modify a distan e balan ed bidire tional Dijkstra's sear h to sparsi ate the sear h
spa e using upper rea h-bounds. It is obvious that an edge (u, v) an only be on a shortest
path from s to t if dist(s, u) + len(u, v) or dist(v, t) + len(u, v) is lower or equal to the
rea h of (u, v). If lower bounds dist(s, u) for the distan es from s to (u, v), dist(v, t) for
the distan es from (u, v) to t and an upper bound reach(u, v) for the rea h of (u, v) are
known, we an ex lude all edges (u, v) with

dist(s, u) + len(u, v) > reach(u, v) and dist(v, t) + len(u, v) > reach(u, v)
from the sear h. When the edge (u, v) is relaxed by the dire tion that starts at s, the
exa t distan e from s to u is known by the distan e label dist(s, u) of u. If v has not
been nished by the opposite dire tion the minimal distan e of all verti es in the queue
of the opposite dire tion is a lower bound for the distan e from v to t. We all a distan e
balan ed bidire tional sear h using that arguments a bidire tional bound algorithm :

Denition 3 (Bidire tional Bound Algorithm)

Given a single-sour e singletarget problem with sour e s and target t on a graph G = (V, E) and upper rea hbounds reach(u, v) for ea h (u, v) ∈ E .
By the bidire tional bound algorithm we denote the distan e balan ed bidire tional
Dijkstra's algorithm whose forward sear h does not relax every edge (u, v) with

dist(s, u) + len(u, v) > reach(u, v) and γ + len(u, v) > reach(u, v)
and whose ba kward sear h does not relax every edge (u, v) with

dist(v, t) + len(u, v) > reach(u, v) and γ + len(u, v) > reach(u, v)
where γ denotes the smallest distan e label of all verti es in the priority queue of the
opposite sear h.
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t
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Fig. 3.12: S hemati view of a Dijkstra's sear h from s to t. The area around the edge
(u, v) represents all verti es with distan e to (u, v) lower than the rea h of the
edge. The edge an be pruned by both, the bidire tional bound algorithm and
the self-bounding algorithm
A variant of that pro eeding where both sear hes are more independent from ea h other
is the self-bounding algorithm. Here, an edge (u, v) is not relaxed if dist(s, u)+len(u, v) >
reach(u, v). The reverse sear h starting at t pro eeds a ordingly. Note, that an edge
on a shortest s-t-path that is not relaxed by one sear h may be relaxed by the opposite.
To assure the orre tness of the algorithm the stopping riterion must be modied.

Denition 4 (Self-Bounding Algorithm)

Given a single-sour e single-target
problem with sour e s and target t on a graph G = (V, E) and upper rea h-bounds
reach(e) for every e ∈ E .

By the self-bounding algorithm we denote the distan e-balan ed bidire tional Dijkstra's algorithm whose forward sear h does not relax every edge (u, v) with

dist(s, u) + len(u, v) > reach(u, v)
and whose ba kward sear h does not relax every edge (u, v) with

dist(v, t) + len(u, v) > reach(u, v)
and that uses the following stopping riterion: stop the sear h in a given dire tion if
there are either no visited verti es or the minimal distan e label of all visited verti es
is at least half the length of the shortest path seen so far.

The implementation of both algorithms an be improved by sorting the outgoing edges
(u, v) of ea h vertex u des ending by the value reach(u, v)−len(u, v). For ea h edge (u, v)
whi h has been pruned from the sear h, all edges (u, w) with minor value reach(u, w) −
len(u, w) also have to be pruned. Therefore, the sorting enables the implementation to
skip these edges without he king the pruning ondition.
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Fig. 3.13: S hemati view of a Dijkstra's sear h from s to t. The area around the edge
(u, v) represents all verti es with distan e to (u, v) lower than the rea h of the
edge. The edge annot be pruned by the bidire tional bound algorithm but by
the sear h starting at t when performing the self-bounding algorithm

3.7.3 Corre tness
The orre tness of the algorithms mainly transfers from the orre tness of the bidire tional sear h. To prove the orre tness of the self-bounding algorithm, the existen e of
two ases must be ex luded additionally:

• There exists an edge e on a shortest s-t-path that is pruned by both sear hes.
• There exists an edge e on a shortest s-t-path that is pruned by one sear h and the
stopping riterion of the opposite sear h holds before e an be relaxed.
The main argument to ex lude both ases is that an edge e on a shortest s-t-path an
only be pruned by the sear h starting at the vertex p ∈ {s, t} that is further away from
e.
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4 Stati

Rea h Prepro essing

We pre isely des ribe a simplied version of the prepro essing used in [GKW05℄ to get
upper rea h-bounds for the speed-up te hnique des ribed in se tion 3.7.

4.1 Exa t Rea h
Computing rea h values is very time-expensive. Just applying the plain denitions, the
shortest paths between any two verti es u, v must be onsidered. That leads to solve
nearly n2 single-sour e single-target shortest path problems. The following algorithm
merges these problems to n single-sour e all-target problems and therefore grows a full
shortest paths tree Tx on ea h vertex x. After a shortest paths tree Tx has been grown we
ompute for ea h edge e on the tree the rea h with respe t to the longest path through
e that is ontained in Tx . After building all shortest paths trees we have onsidered all
shortest paths that are responsible for the rea h of at least one edge. Therefore, given
an edge e we gain the exa t rea h value of e by taking the maximum of its formerly
omputed rea h values.

Algorithm 5: Exa t Rea
1 forall edges e ∈ E do

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

h

initialize rea h(e)=0

forall verti es x in V do

grow full shortest path tree Tx with root x
forall edges (u, v) in Tx do
d = farthest des endant of v in Tx
height(u, v) = dist(x, v)
width(u, v) = dist(u, d)
reach(u, v) = max(reach(u, v), min(height, width))

Unfortunately, this strategy is unsuitable for large graphs. As mentioned, we solve that
problem by omputing upper rea h-bounds instead of the exa t ones. From now on, we
will refer to rea h values as exa t rea hes and, as no lower bounds are used, to upper
rea h-bounds as rea h-bounds.
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4.2 Motivation
The main idea of the rea h-bound omputation algorithm is similar to the one for exa t
rea hes. Shortest paths trees are grown from every vertex v . But other than in the exa t
ase the trees are not grown over the whole graph but will be ` ut' at a ertain length.
We all the resulting tree a partial tree. But we are only able to ompute rea h-bounds
for every edge with exa t rea h lower than a ertain treshold ǫ when we use partial trees
instead of full shortest paths trees.
These edges will now be removed from the graph and new, bigger partial trees are grown
on the resulting, sparsi ated graph. Then we will use a penalty-fun tion to take the
deleted edges into a ount and are able to ompute rea h-bounds for edges with rea h
lower than a new, bigger threshold ǫ2 . This pro ess will be iteratively repeated until
enough rea h-bounds are al ulated.

4.3 Outline
R

Given a graph G = (V, E) with length fun tion len : E → + , two as ending sequen es
of numbers ǫi and δi whi h are tuning parameters that restri t the size of the partial
trees, the stati rea h-bound omputation algorithm works as follows:
no

Initialization
G0 = G = (V, E)
∀e ∈ E :
reachbounds[e] = ∞

Iteration Step
Input:

Gi = (Vi, Ei)
reachbounds[]

Output: Gi+1 = (Vi+1, Ei+1)
updated reachbounds[]

Break Condition
enough reach bounds computed
or
maximal iteration level reached

yes

compute reachbounds by
growing partial trees on
each vertex v in Gi

At initialization, we set G0 := (E0 , V0 ) := G and denote for every edge e ∈ E with
reachBoundi (e) the omputed rea h-bound of e at iteration step i. reachBound(e)0
is set to innity for ea h e in E . Then the algorithm iteratively performs (rea h-bound
omputation-)steps until a break ondition is fullled. We ount these steps starting with
zero. The break ondition needs two more tuning parameteres maxIt and desiredBounds
and splits into two parts: stop the algorithm if either a ertain number of iterations maxIt
is rea hed or rea h-bounds have been found for at least desiredBounds edges.
We now des ribe the pro eeding within a single step: the input of the i-th rea h-bound
omputation-step onsists of the original graph and the 4-tupel (Gi , reachBoundi (·), ǫi , δi ).
The output of the i-th rea h-bound omputation-step is a graph Gi+1 ⊆ Gi and a valid
rea h-bound reachBoundi+1 (e) of ea h edge e ∈ E \ Ei+1 . Formerly omputed rea hbounds lower than innity stay the same while rea h-bounds remain innity for edges
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still in the new graph Gi+1 . Be ause of that we will often write reachBound(u, v) instead
of reachBoundi (u, v).
The i-th step omputes the rea h-bounds impli itely by omputing valid upper bounds
for a variant of the original rea h on the graph Gi whi h we all penalty rea h. In this
variant penalty fun tions alled in-penalty and out-penalty are added to the original rea h
on Gi to ompensate the removed edges.
The step does so by growing shortest paths trees whose size (`size' in the sense of length
of the ontained shortest paths) is ontroled by the tuning parameter ǫi . To prevent these
partial trees from growing too big (`big' in the sense of ontained verti es) the threshold
δi blo ks all edges that have lengths greater than δi from being pro essed.
After all partial trees are grown we identify all edges e for whi h valid penalty-rea hes
have been determined. We remove these edges from the graph to get the input graph
Gi+1 of the next omputation-step and save their values as a ording rea h-bounds
reachBoundi (e). We furthermore remove all isolated nodes from Gi+1 .

Canoni al Shortest Paths.

We want to stress that we restri t ourselves to ompute
anoni al shortest paths (des ription on page 10). In this and the following hapter we are
thinking of a anoni al shortest path when we speak of a shortest path. Consequently,
when we speak of Dijkstra's algorithm we are thinking of the variant that omputes
anoni al shortest paths.

4.4 Penalty Rea h
As mentioned before, we have to transform the deleted edges into some form of penalty
fun tion.
Consider the situation in the left gure. We are
at the beginning of an arbitrary iteration step i,
the dotted edge (u, v) has been removed from the
graph G be ause a valid rea h-bound reach(u, v)
v
w
has been found in a former step. When we try
u
to determine the rea h of the edge (v, w) in the
original graph the problem o urs that the path
P responsible for the original rea h of (v, w) may
ontain the deleted edge (u, v). We an ompute
an upper rea h-bound for (v, w) the following way: either P lies fully on Gi and an
be omputed only onsidering edges on Gi or P ontains the edge (u, v). Then we an
estimate (what we justify in se tion 4.7, page 54) the length of the prex of P (the
subpath from the start vertex to w) by reachBound(u, v) + len(v, w) and ompute the
length of the sux of P (the subpath from v to the endpoint) only onsidering edges
on Gi . The rea h-bound is omputed by taking the minimum of sux and prex of P .
Sometimes we have to deal with more than one removed, in oming edge. This is done
by taking the greatest rea h-bound among all in oming edges. The same pro eeding
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symmetri ally works for outgoing edges.
As des ribed in the last se tion we do not pro ess edges higher than a threshold δi . When
we reinterpret the edge (u, v) of the last example to be su h an edge our pro eeding stays
nearly the same: instead of estimating the prex by reach(u, v) we set that bound to
innity.
Now, we summarize these ideas in the following denitions of in-penalty, out-penalty and
penalty-rea h. The in/out penalties assign to ea h vertex v on the graph a penalty-value
representing the former possible shortest paths that ontain the removed or forbidden
edges.

Denition 5 (Penalty)
Given valid upper bounds reachBound(u, v) for the rea h of ea h edge (u, v) ∈ G\Gi
we dene the in-penalty at iteration step i of a vertex v ∈ Vi as

∞
, ∃(u, v) ∈ Ei : len(u, v) > δi
iPi (v) =
max(u,v)∈E\Ei {rea hBound (u, v)}. , otherwise
Analogously, the out-penalty of v is

∞
, ∃(v, u) ∈ Ei : len(u, v) > δi
oPi (v) =
max(v,u)∈E\Ei {rea hBound (v, u)}. , otherwise
We dene max{∅} to be 0.

Given a shortest path P = (s, . . . , v, w, . . . , t), the penalty-rea h of (v, w) with respe t
to P adds the in-penalty of s to the length of the prex and the out-penalty of t to
the length of the sux of P . The penalty-rea h of (v, w) on Gi is the maximum of the
penalty-rea h of (v, w) with respe t to P over all shortest paths P that ontain (v, w).
It is a valid rea h-bound for the exa t rea h of e. A proof of that fa t is given in se tion
4.7.

Denition 6 (Penalty Rea h)
Let P be a shortest path on Gi starting from vertex s and ending in vertex t. Given
an edge (u, v) on P we dene the penalty rea h of (u, v) with respe t to P as
penRea hP/Gi (u, v) = min{iPi (s) + len(s, v), len(u, t) + oPi (t)}
Similar to the exa t ase, the penalty rea h of an edge (u, v) ∈ Ei is dened as
penRea hGi (u, v) =

P

max

is anoni al path on Gi
P ontains (u,v)
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Note that the penalty-rea h of an edge (u, v) ∈ Ei+1 an be dierent from the penalty
rea h of (u, v) ∈ Ei .

4.5 Partial Trees
We now des ribe how we an nd penalty rea h-bounds of iteration step i for (nearly)
all edges e with penalty rea h of iteration step i, penReachGi (e) lower than a threshold
ǫi . The idea is to grow a shortest paths tree on ea h vertex v ∈ Gi with a spe ial break
ondition.
The break ondition of these partial shortest paths tree has to ensure the following two
laims, all values base on the graph Gi :

•

Claim 1:

•

Claim 2:

For ea h edge (u, v) with penReachGi (u, v) ≤ ǫi a shortest path P
responsible for the penalty rea h of (u, v) shall be in luded in at least one partial
tree.
For ea h edge (u, v) with penReachGi (u, v) > ǫi , at least one shortest
path P with penReachP (u, v) > ǫ shall be in luded in at least one partial tree.

A partial tree is built as follows: start Dijkstra's algorithm and keep on pro essing verti es
from the queue until all verti es v that are at most ǫi away from the su essor of the
root on the path to v are nished. We all all verti es v su h that the distan e from the
su essor of the root to v is lower or equal to ǫi the inner ir le. Keep on pro essing
verti es from the queue until the su essors of all verti es that are at most ǫi away from
their nearest inner ir le prede essor are nished. See the next gure for an example
path on su h a partial tree.

v
w
≤ǫ
>ǫ
≤ǫ
>ǫ
We want to show the reason why the rst edge outgoing from the root of the partial tree
may not be ounted by the next gure 4.1:
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0.4ǫ

ǫ
s1

0.4ǫ

s2

0.1ǫ

0.4ǫ
w

v

0.4ǫ

0.4ǫ

x

t

Fig. 4.1: Minimal path responsible for the rea h of (v, w). the partial tree rooted at s1
without ounting the rst edge ontains the full path. The partial tree rooted
at s1 with ounting the rst edge ontains only the subpath from s1 to x. The
partial tree rooted at s2 ontains only the subpath from s2 to t whi h is not
responsible for the rea h of (v, w).
Now we an explain the reason why we do not want very long edges to be pro essed.
Assume that an edge outgoing from the root is a hundred times longer than every other
edge. Then the partial tree has to nish many other edges until this edge an be relaxed.
It therefore takes a long time to build su h a partial tree. Figure 4.2 visualizes that
situation by an example. Real-world data justify that pro eeding: The distribution of the
edge lengths of the graph of the road-map of Germany (where the edge lengths represent
the Eu lidean distan e between two points, shown on Figure 6.1, page 83) approximately
follows a fun tion of the form a · e−(length+t) where a and t are real numbers.

100
1.5
1.5

1
s

Fig. 4.2: Partial tree rooted at vertex s that was built without using the delta rule. The
red verti es represent the partial tree that had been built with use of the delta
rule. The a ording value of epsilon is 1. All edge lengths not on the gure are
30 at most.
We formalize the whole pro eeding of building partial trees by the following denitions
of inner ir le and partial tree :

Denition 7 (Inner Cir le)
Given a path P with sour e x. Let v be a vertex on P and x′ the su essor of x on
the path to v if exists. v is an element of the inner ir le of P with respe t to ǫ if it
is either the sour e x or dist(x′ , v) ≤ ǫ.
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Given a tree Tx rooted at x. Let v be a vertex on Tx . v is an element of the inner
ir le of Tx with respe t to ǫ if it is in the inner ir le of the path from x to v .

Denition 8 (Partial Tree)
Given two numbers ǫ and δ. Let Tx be the shortest paths tree generated by Dijkstra's
algorithm rooted at x for whi h the following two extra rules are applied:

Stopping rule

Stop growing the tree when the inner ir le is nished and for every
vertex v whi h is less or exa t ǫ away from the nearest inner ir le prede essor
one of the following ondition holds: either it is a leaf and nished or all dire t
su essors of it are nished.

Delta rule

Do not relax edges e with len(e) > δ.

The partial tree rooted at x with size ǫ and delta δ is the subgraph of Tx indu ed by
the nished verti es.

≤ǫ
<ǫ
>ǫ

Fig. 4.3: Example of a partial tree. Red and bla k verti es represent the inner ir le,
white verti es represent `useless' verti es that are in the partial tree be ause
other longer paths had to be nished
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After a partial tree Tx is built we an ompute reachTx (u, v) of ea h edge (u, v) on the
tree. This is done by taking the minimum of the exa t depth of (u, v) in Tx (the length
of the path from the root to v ) and the exa t height of (u, v) in Tx (the length of the
longest path starting at u).
To ompute the a ording penalty rea h of edges ontained in Tx we have to onsider
ea h path P = (s, . . . , v, w, . . . , t) on Tx and must add the in-penalties and out-penalties
when omputing the rea h of (v, w) with respe t to P . As we are only interested in the
maximal penalty rea h over all partial trees, we an nd a slightly faster way: we onsider
only paths (x, . . . , v, w, . . . , t) where x is the root of the partial tree. The orre tness of
this pro eeding is easy to see: given a path P ′ = (x′ , . . . , v, w, . . . , t) on Tx with x 6= x′
that has a higher penalty-rea h than P = (x, . . . , v, w, . . . , t) then this path (or a subpath
of it resulting in the ompuation of the same rea h bound) is also ontained in the partial
tree rooted at x′ . Therefore we have to add the in-penalty of the root vertex to the depth
and the out-penalty of the last vertex of a onsidered path to the height. We all the
new values depth and height of (v, w).
On e again, we formalize that pro eeding

Denition 9 (Depth and Height)
Given a partial tree Tx . The depth of an edge (u, v) on Tx is dist(x, v) + iP(x).
To every vertex l in Tx a new vertex, the so alled pseudo leaf, is appended. The
edge-length to the pseudo-leaf shall be oP(l). The height of an edge (u, v) on Tx is
the distan e between u and its farthest pseudoleaf.

11
v
in Penalty: 10
10

u

8
6

25
15
20
20

5
3

Fig. 4.4: Example for depth and height of an edge (u, v) in a partial tree. The exa t
depth of (u, v) is 18, the depth 28. The exa t height of (u, v) is 33, the height
48.

Summary.

The whole omputation step i works as follows: grow a partial tree on
ea h vertex of Vi . For ea h edge (u, v) in Ei save the maximal penalty rea h-bound
possibleReachBound(u, v) of all penalty rea h-bounds omputed by the partial trees.
Then, for ea h edge (u, v) with possibleReachBound(u, v) ≤ ǫi is possibleReachBound(u, v)
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a valid upper bound for both, the exa t rea h of (u, v) and the penalty-rea h of the a tual
iteration step of (u, v).

Theorem 1 (Iteration Step Corre tness)

Given a graph Gi = (Vi , Ei ) ⊆ G =
valid upper rea h-bounds reachbound(u, v)
(Vi , E), a length fun tion len : E →
for every edge (u, v) in G \ Gi and two positive numbers ǫi and δi .

R

+,

Let possibleReachBound(u, v) be the maximum of

min{depthTx (u, v), heightTx (u, v)}
over all partial trees Tx rooted at x with size ǫi and delta δi .
If possibleReachBound(u, v) ≤ ǫ then possibleReachBound(u, v) is a valid upper
bound for the rea h of (u, v) in G.
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4.6 Pseudo ode of the Stati Algorithm
Algorithm 6: Stati Rea hBoundComputation(G,epsilon[℄,delta[℄)
input : Graph G = (V, E), len : E → R>0

Array epsilon[℄, Array delta[℄ both of same dimension
h[℄
// stores the Rea hBounds
Rea hIterationStep[℄
// stores the iteration step in whi h the rea h-bound was omputed
PartialTreeRoot[℄
// stores the root of the partial tree responsible for the rea h-bound

ouput: Rea

1 G′ := G
2 forea h edge e ∈ E do
3
Reach[e] := 0
4
ReachIterationStep[e] := N U LL
5
P artialT reeRoot[e] := N U LL
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

forea h index i, of epsilon, in as ending order do
forea h vertex x in V ′ do
Tx :=PartialTree(G′ ,x,epsilon[i],delta[i])
forea h edge e ∈ Tx do

if min(depth(e),height(e))>Rea h[e℄ then

Rea h[e℄=min(depth(e),height(e))
PartialTreeRoot[e℄=x
forea h edge e ∈ E ′ do
if Reach[e] > epsilon[i] then
Reach[e] := 0

else

Rea hIterationStep[e℄:=i
E ′ := {e | e ∈ E ,bounds[e] = 0}
V ′ := {v ∈ V | ∃(u, v) ∈ E ′ or ∃(v, u) ∈ E ′ }
G′ := (V ′ , E ′ )
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4.7 Proof of Corre tness
To guarantee that valid upper rea h-bounds are omputed, we have to proof the following
two laims:
1. Penalty-Rea h is greater than rea h: For ea h Gt and ea h e ∈ Et : penRea hGt (e) ≥
rea hG (e)
2. The algorithm omputes upper bounds for penalty rea hes orre tly

4.7.1 Penalty-Rea h is greater or equal to Rea h
We have to show that for ea h Gt and ea h e ∈ Et : penRea hGt (e) ≥ rea hG (e). We
do that by indu tion over the iteration step i. In the following we assume that partial
trees are grown without the delta rule, the in- and out-penalties are never set to innity
be ause of an edge with length greater than δ. Be ause of G = G0 penRea hG0 (e) equals
the rea h of e and the initial step is proven.
To prove the indu tion step we show that penRea hGt+1 (v, w) is greater or equal to
penRea hGt (v, w) for ea h edge (v, w) in Gt+1 .

s

x’

x

v

w

y

y’

t

We x an arbitrary (v, w) in Gt+1 and onsider a anoni al path P in Gt su h that in
Gt : penRea hP (v, w) = penRea h(v, w). Let s be the rst, t be the last vertex on P ,
respe tively. Let (x, . . . , v, w, . . . , y) be the maximal subpath of P in Gt+1 that ontains
(v, w). Let x′ be the prede essor of x on P , y ′ be the su essor of x on P .
All following values in this proof belong to step t if no other index is given. Our aim is to
show that the penalty rea h of (v, w) with respe t to the path (x, x2 , . . . , xk , v, w, yk , . . . , y2 , y)
in Gt+1 is at least as high as penRea hP (v, w).
Then, be ause of the later following Lemma 1:
penRea hGt (v, w) ≤ min{penRea h(x′ , x) + lenP (x, w), penRea h (y, y ′ ) + lenP (v, y)}
This transforms to
penRea hGt (v, w) ≤ min{iPGt+1 (x) + lenP (x, w), oP Gt+1 (y) + len(v, y)}

≤ penRea hGt+1 (v, w)

The indu tion step is proven. Note, that the se ond inequality uses both, the indu tion
hypothesis and the orre t omputation of upper bounds for penalty rea hes in Gt . The
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laim is also orre t when the delta rule is to be applied be ause at any step the penalty
rea h-bounds omputed using the delta rule are at least as big as the penalty rea hbounds omputed without.


Lemma 1

With the requisites of this se tion the follwing two inequalities hold:
penRea h(x′ , x) + lenP (x, w) ≥ penRea hP (v, w)
penRea h(y, y ′ ) + lenP (v, y) ≥ penRea hP (v, w)

Proof 3
penRea h(x′ , x) ≥ penRea hP (x′ , x)

= min{lenP (s, x) + iP(s), lenP (x′ , t) + oP(t)}

penRea h(x′ , x) + lenP (x, w) ≥ min{lenP (s, x) + lenP (x, w) + iP(s), lenP (x′ , t)

−lenP (x′ , v) + oP(t)}

= min{iP(s) + lenP (s, w), lenP (v, t) + oP(t)}
= penRea hP (v, w)
The se ond inequality is proven analogously.



4.7.2 The algorithm omputes upper bounds for penalty rea hes orre tly
At the beginning of an iteration step i we x an arbitrary edge (v, w). Let
possibleReachBound(v, w) be the maximum of

min{depthTx (v, w), heightTx (v, w)}
over all partial trees Tx rooted at x with size ǫ and delta δ.
We want to show that if possibleReachBound(v, w) is lower or equal to epsilon then
possibleReachBound(v, w) is greater or equal to the penalty rea h of (v, w) at iteration
step i.
It is straightforward to prove that the rea h of (v, w) on Gi is lower than ǫ if
possibleReachBound(v, w) ≤ ǫ. Therefore for all shortest paths P = (s, . . . , v, w, . . . , t)
is either dist(s, w) or dist(v, t) lower or equal to ǫ.
Let possibleReachBound(v, w) ≤ ǫ and P̃ = (s, . . . , v, w, . . . , t) be a path responsible
for the penalty rea h of (v, w). Let pref ix denote the subpath from s to w and suf f ix
denote the subpath from v to t.
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First ase:

len(pref ix) < len(suf f ix). Then is (s, . . . , v, w) fully ontained in Ts and
P̃ is fully ontained in Ts or the height of (v, w) in Ts is greater than ǫ.

Se ond ase:
Ps .

len(pref ix) < len(suf f ix). If len(pref ix) ≤ ǫ is P̃ fully ontained in

Let len(pref ix) be greater than ǫ. Consider the minimal subpath minpref ix = (s̃, . . . , v, w)
of the pref ix su h that len(minpref ix) ≥ epsilon. Then is suf f ix fully ontained in
Ts̃ and the depth of (u, v) in Ts̃ is greater or equal to ǫ.
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4.8 Alternative Rea h Pruning Strategies
4.8.1 Gutman's Rea h
The original on ept of rea h introdu ed in [Gut04℄ diers from the one we use. Minor
important is that Gutman's rea h values are assigned to verti es instead of edges and
that the query is only unidire tional. The main dieren e is that Gutman's rea h value
is indu ed by a separate, alternative metri while the shortest paths responsible for these
rea h values remain shortest paths with respe t to the original length fun tion:

R

Given a graph G = (V, E) with length fun tion len : E → + Gutman assumes that
a two-dimensional layout of G and a metri m : E → + is given su h that for ea h
edge (u, v) in E the value m(u, v) is greater or equal to the Eu lidean distan e of both
end-verti es. For road-maps the Eu lidean distan e of the end-verti es is re ommended
as su h a metri .

R

The rea h of a vertex v with respe t to a path (x1 , x2 , . . . , xl = v = y1 , . . . , yk ) is dened
P
Pk−1
as min{ l−1
m(yi , yi+1 )}. The rea h of a vertex v is dened to be
1 m(xi , xi+1 ),
1
the maximum over all shortest paths (with respe t to the len-fun tion) P ontaining v
of rea hes with respe t to P . Gutman also uses upper rea h-bounds for the query, the
rea h-bounds are omputed mu h like in our des ription. When performing the query
a vertex v an be omitted if the rea h of v is lower than the Eu lidean distan e of the
sour e vertex and v and lower than the Eu lidean distan e of the target vertex and v .

4.8.2 Goldberg's Algorithm
Our version of rea h-based pruning is a simplied and slightly altered version of Goldberg's des ription in [GKW05℄. The dieren es are as follows:
The most signi ant dieren e is that in [GKW05℄ an additional te hnique is used to
sparsi ate the graph and to speed-up the prepro essing and the query: between the
iteration steps a short ut step is implemented that repla es the in- and outgoing edges
of verti es that have only two neighbour-verti es by a short ut edge. This pro eeding
does not inuen e the orre tness of omputed rea h values and Goldberg reports that
the prepro essing speeds up by fa tor 15 when using short uts. Further, a speed-up of
fa tor 5 is reported when using the short ut edges for the query.
Se ond, an additional version of rea h-based pruning is sket hed: rea h-based pruning
an be ombined with the ALT-algorithm introdu ed in [GH05℄. The landmarks used in
that te hnique an be exploited as expli it lower bounds for rea h-pruning.
Minor important is that in [GKW05℄ a heuristi earlier stopping ondition for partial
trees is applied that ee ts in shorter partial trees but a epts the omputation of weaker
upper bounds for the rea h values.
Further, Goldberg omputes rea h values for edges but later transforms these edge rea h
values into vertex rea h values. This is done to minimize the memory onsumption of
the prepro essed data while beneting from the stronger rea h-bounds that result from
omputing edge rea h values. This hange also requires a slightly dierent handling of
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the query.
To stronger the rea h-bounds of edges with high rea h a renement phase is appended
to the normal prepro essing. This is done by performing an exa t penalty-rea h omputation on a graph indu ed by verti es with high rea h.
Our version of rea h uses anoni al shortest paths to ensure the uniqueness and inheriten e property of shortest paths while in [GKW05℄ small fra tions are added to the edge
lengths.
Finally, Goldberg, Kaplan and Warwi k do not expli itely spe ify how to treat very long
edges when growing partial trees. We introdu ed the delta rule and expanded the inand out-penalties to handle that problem.
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5 Dynami

Update of the Rea h

Prepro essing
In this hapter we present an algorithm that e ently updates pre omputed rea h-bounds
for an altered graph while guaranteeing to get the same bounds that a full re omputation
from s rat h by the stati algorithm would provide. The algorithm handles the update
of multiple edges at the same time and takes advantage of updates `near to ea h other'.

5.1 A rst Approa h
In this se tion we give a small example to show the main ideas of the update algorithm.
To re eive a rst impression of the `lo ality' of the partial tree omputation we take a
look at the maximal height of a partial tree with size ǫ and delta δ.
Consider a partial tree T and the last vertex v on T that gets nished during the onstru tion of the tree. A ording to the Denitions 7 and 8, page 50 an the path from
the root of the tree to v be separated into three subpaths, listed in as ending distan e
from the root:

• the edge outgoing from the root
• all edges with inner ir le targets without the edge outgoing from the root
• the remaining edges

...
≤δ

≤ǫ
inner circle

...
≤ǫ

≤δ

Be ause of the delta rule the following boundaries hold: the length of the rst subpath
is at most δ, the length of the se ond at most ǫ and the length of the third at most ǫ + δ.
This leads to the following lemma:

Lemma 1 (Partial Tree Bounding Lemma) Let

T be a partial tree of size ǫ and
delta δ. Then the length of every path P on T is at most 2ǫ + 2δ.
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Ea h lemma in this hapter is proven at the end of the hapter in Se tion 5.7, page 79.

Example.

Now, we onsider the following situation: rea h-bounds have been omputed
for a graph Gold = (V, E) whi h afterwards has been hanged to a graph Gnew by altering
the length of one edge (u, v). Our aim is to re ompute the rea h prepro essing's rst
iteration step without starting from s rat h. We an do so after identifying two sets:

• A set ontaining at least all edges whose rea h-bounds omputed in the rst iteration step has hanged due to the altered edge length. We all su h a set a rea h
update area.
• A set ontaining at least all verti es on whi h partial trees have to be built to
re ompute proper rea h-bounds for all edges of an asso iated rea h update area.
We all su h a set a rea h re omputation area (of the asso iated rea h update area).

Identi ation of a Rea h Update Area.

To identify a rea h update area we exploit
the former estimation of a partial tree's height. We do so by growing four spe ial shortestpaths trees. Two partial trees are rooted at v and are grown on the reverse edge set (one
on Gnew the other on Gold ). The other two partial trees are rooted at u and are grown
on the normal edge set (one on Gnew , the other on Gold ). Ea h sear h will be stopped
when the queue is empty or every visited vertex is at least 2ǫ + 2δ away from the root.
Ea h shortest path P that has the following two properties

• the altered edge (u, v) is ontained in P
• P is ontained in a partial tree of size ǫ and delta δ on Gnew or Gold
is ontained in the nished part of one of the four shortest paths trees. It is easy to
see that only edges on su h paths an hange their rea h-bounds when performing the
rst iteration step of a omplete new prepro essing. Therefore the set of all edges that
is ontained in at least one of the four shortest paths trees is a rea h update area.

Identi ation of a Rea h Re omputation Area.

To re ompute the rea h values of
ea h edge (u, v) ontained in the rea h update area we have to onsider ea h partial tree
whose root r has a distan e to the edge's target v of at most 2ǫ + 2δ. For ea h edge (u, v)
on the rea h update area we grow two shortest paths trees rooted at v : one on the reverse
edge set of Gnew the other one on the reverse edge set of Gold . We stop growing these
trees when ea h visited vertex is more than 2ǫ + 2δ away from v . The set of all nished
verti es that are ontained in at least one of the grown trees fullls all requirements to
be a rea h re omputation area of the former stated rea h update area.

Re omputation Pro ess.

The re omputation itself is done by building partial trees
on ea h vertex of the rea h re omputation area and, for ea h edge ontained in the
rea h update area, estimating new rea h-bounds as done in the stati algorithm. Figure
6.8, page 90 shows a s hemati representation of the rea h update area and the rea h
re omputation area.
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2ǫ + 2δ
2ǫ + 2δ

v

2ǫ + 2δ

u
2ǫ + 2δ

2ǫ + 2δ

Fig. 5.1: S hemati representation of the rea h update area (inner area) and the rea h
re omputation area (inner and outer area)

Improvement. The rea h update area an be imagined as the set of all edges that
lie within a ball of radius 2δ + 2ǫ (here, the distan e between two verti es shall be the
minimal distan e of the verti es on Gold and Gnew ) around (u, v). A ordingly, the rea h
update area onsists of all verti es that lie within a ball of radius 4δ + 4ǫ around (u, v).
We observe (with Lemma 1, page 59) that only partial trees whose roots lie within a ball
of radius 2δ + 2ǫ around the updated edge are inuen ed by the update of (u, v).
We exploit that the following way: we split the rea h re omputation area into two areas:
the rst rea h re omputation area onsists of all verti es w whose distan e from w to u
is 2δ + 2ǫ at most (these are the roots of partial trees that may hange be ause of the
update of (u, v)). The se ond rea h re omputation area onsists of some verti es w with
distan e from w to u between 2δ + 2ǫ and 4δ + 4ǫ (all partial trees rooted at these verti es
stay the same as in the original omputation).
We now re ompute the rea h values of all edges in the rea h update area by growing
partial trees only on verti es of the rst rea h update area. After this omputation we
know that all edges with tentative omputed rea h bound greater than ǫ will be dumped
after the iteration step. Therefore they do not have to be further onsidered. Assume
that we know for some edges that the rea h we have omputed until now is already
orre t. Then we do not have to onsider them for a further re omputation.
Let S be the set of all edges with still possibly un orre t rea h bound lower than ǫ. The
se ond rea h re omputation area onsists of all verti es that are at most 2ǫ + 2δ away
from the target of an edge in S and that are not in the rst rea h re omputation area.
We get orre t rea h bounds for ea h edge in S by growing partial trees on ea h vertex
of the se ond rea h re omputation area and orre ting the rea h bounds of edges in S .
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This pro eeding is motivated by the fa t that the rea h re omputation area onsists of
at least as mu h verti es as the union set of rst and se ond rea h re omputation area.
Good speed-up an be a hieved if the rea h re omputation area ontains many verti es
that are not in the rst or the se ond rea h re omputation area be ause we avoid building
many `useless' partial trees in this ase. Figure 5.2, page 62 visualizes that by a pi ture.

reach recomputation area
reach update area
1st reach recomputation area

v
u

2nd reach recomputation area

Fig. 5.2: S hemati representation of the rea h update area, the rst rea h re omputation
area, the se ond rea h re omputation area and the rea h re omputation area.
Red arrows represent all edges of the rea h update area that have a possible
un orre t rea h bounds lower than ǫ after growing partial trees on the rst rea h
re omputation area.
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5.2 Outline
R

Notation.

Given a graph G = (V, E) with length fun tion lenold : E → + and two
nite sequen es of as ending, positive real numbers ǫi , δi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We assume that
rea h-bounds have been omputed for edges in E using the stati algorithm des ribed
in the last hapter to whi h we refer here as original omputation. The epsilon and
delta values applied to the original re omputation are ǫi and δi . We denote by Gi/old =
(V, Ei/old ) the subgraph pro essed at iteration step i of the original omputation. The
rea h-bound of ea h edge (u, v) omputed by the original omputation is denoted by
reachBoundold (u, v). We set reachBoundold (u, v) to innity for ea h edge (u, v) without
valid original- omputation rea h-bound.
We further assume that for ea h edge (u, v) with rea h-bound lower than innity the
root partialT reeRootold(u, v) of the partial tree responsible for the rea h-bound of (u, v)
omputed by the original omputation is known. Note that this is additional data not
ne essary in the stati ase but an be omputed very easily. To do that, we already
added the lines 5 and 14 to the pseudo ode of Algorithm 6, page 53.

R

Given an updated length fun tion lennew : E → + our aim is to update the rea hbound prepro essing. We denote by U the set of all edges with altered length. To avoid
any ambiguity we refer to the omputation from s rat h with respe t to lengthnew , ǫi
and δi using the stati algorithm as full re omputation.
The variable names when doing the full re omputation remain the same but the subs ripts
hange from old to new. Note that E0/old = E0/new = E .
We will notate a partial tree with root x and grown on the graph Gi/new as Tx/new ,
grown on the graph Gi/old as Tx/old . We denote by penReachTx/new (u, v) the maximum
of penalty depth and penalty height of an edge (u, v) on Tx/new with respe t to the graph
Gi/new . By onvention, penReachTx/new (u, v) is set to innity if (u, v) is not in luded in
Tx/new .

Edge deletions and insertions. As de ribed in the presentation of the problem,
page 9, we regard edge deletions and edge insertions as spe ial ase of updated edges by
setting the a ording lengths to innity. We do not onsider su h edges when we ompute
penalties. This pro eeding is justied by the observation that both, exa t rea h values
and the omputed rea h-bounds do not hange be ause of edges with length innity.
Algorithm.

Our algorithm updates the stati omputation step-by-step using the same
ǫ and δ values as used in the original prepro essing. The algorithm works as follows:
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Iteration Step
identify changes in the input data

Section 5.3

identify a set of at least all edges with possibly
changing reach bounds (the reach update area)

Section 5.4

identify a set of at least all roots of partial trees
that potentially alter because of the altered input
data (the 1st reach recomputation area)

Section 5.5

compute reach bounds for all edges in the reach update area by growing a partial tree on each vertex
in the 1st reach recomputation area

Section 5.6

identify edges of the reach update area with possibly
still uncorrect reach bounds

Section 5.6

identify a set of partial tree roots necessary to correct the possibly false reach bounds computed in the
last step (the 2nd reach update area)

Section 5.6

correct reach bounds of edges in the reach update
area by growing partial trees on each vertex in the
2nd reach update area

Section 5.6

no

all steps recomputed?

yes

Fig. 5.3: Workow of the dynami re omputation algorithm
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5.3 Update Type
At the beginning of the iteration step the hanges between the original and the new input
of the iteration step have to be found. We assign to ea h edge e on the graph one of the
following six update types:

Denition 10 (Update Typei)

An edge e is said to be of

UpdateTypei n (no hange)

if the atta hed edge data has not hanged at all.
Formal denition: (e ∈ Ei/new , e ∈ Ei/old and lennew (e) = lenold (e)) or
(e 6∈ Ei/new , e 6∈ Ei/old and reachBoundold (e) = reachBoundnew (e)).

UpdateTypei ld≤ δ (lengths dier)

if the edge is ontained in the new and the
old input graph of the iteration step but the edge length has hanged and both
edge lengths are lower or equal to δi . Formal denition: e ∈ Ei/new , e ∈ Ei/old ,
lennew (e) <> lenold (e), lennew (e) ≤ δi and lenold (e) ≤ δi .

UpdateTypei ld> δ (lengths dier)

if the edge is ontained in the new and the
old input graph of the iteration step but the edge length has hanged and both
edge lengths are greater than δi . Formal denition: e ∈ Ei/new , e ∈ Ei/old ,
lennew (e) <> lenold (e), lennew (e) > δi and lenold (e) > δi .

UpdateTypei ld>< δ (lengths dier)

if the edge is ontained in the new and the
old input graph of the iteration step but the edge length has hanged, one
edge length is greater than δi and one lower or equal to δi . Formal denition:
e ∈ Ei/new , e ∈ Ei/old , lennew (e) <> lenold (e) and ((lennew (e) > δi and
lenold (e) ≤ δi ) or (lennew (e) ≤ δi and lenold (e) > δi )).

UpdateTypei bd (rea h-bounds dier)

if rea h-bounds have already been omputed in the old and the new input data but dier. Formal denition:
e 6∈ Ei/new , e 6∈ Ei/old and reachBoundold (e) <> reachBoundi/new (e).

UpdateTypei s ( omputation status diers)

if a rea h-bound has already
been omputed in the old input but not in the new one or the other way
around. Formal denition: e 6∈ Ei/new , e ∈ Ei/old or e ∈ Ei/new , e 6∈ Ei/old

We denote by Ui the subset of E that
UpdateTypei n .

ontains all edges that do not have

We say an edge is of UpdateTypei ld if it is of UpdateTypei ld> δ, UpdateTypei ld≤
δ or UpdateTypei ld>< δ.

Obviously every edge in Ei/old or Ei/new is of exa t one UpdateTypei . We also observe
that no rea h-bound has been omputed for an edge of UpdateTypei ld until step i.
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5.4 Rea h Update Area
Now we are at the beginning of iteration step i. The input of the original omputation
is the graph Gi/old and its output is Gi+1/old . The input of the full re omputation is the
graph Gi/new and its output is Gi+1/new . We know the dieren es Ui between Gi/old and
Gi/new . If we know a set ontaining all edges that dier in Gi+1/old and Gi+1/new (that
are all edges in Ui+1 ) we only have to re ompute the rea h bounds of these edges and
an opy the rea h bounds omputed at iteration step i of all other edges from Gi+1/old
to Gi+1/new .
Therefore the rst task is to nd a set ontaining at least all edges for whi h the input
data of iteration step i + 1 in the original omputation diers from the input data of the
full re omputation. We all su h an area a rea h update area.

Denition 11 (Rea h Update Area)
A set ontaining at least all edges of Ui+1 (all edges whi h are not of
UpdateTypei+1 n ) is alled a rea h update area (of iteration step i).

5.4.1 Reverse Partial Trees and Max Partial Trees
Reverse Partial Trees. To nd a rea h update area we will often have to nd paths

that end at a given vertex u and are on partial trees performed in the original omputation
or the full re omputation. To do that we grow shortest-paths trees rooted at u on the
reverse edge set. As des ribed in the rst se tion of this hapter the length of a path on
a partial tree with size ǫ and delta δ is at most 2δ + 2ǫ. Therefore we an stop growing
the shortest paths tree when the shortest paths to all verti es with distan e of at most
2δ + 2ǫ are known.
We all su h a shortest-paths tree a reverse partial tree. The next denition uses sets of
verti es as roots. For the time being we will only use one vertex as root when growing
reverse partial trees. The general denition will be helpful later in this se tion.

Denition 12 (Reverse Partial Tree)
Let N be a set of verti es. The reverse partial tree rooted at N with size ǫ and delta δ
(notation: RTN ) is the nished part (the nished part onsists of the nished verti es
and the shortest paths edges onne ting them) of the tentative shortest paths tree
generated by Dijkstra's algorithm for whi h the following extra rules are applied:

Set Initialization.

For all verti es v in N : set distan e of v to zero and insert v
into the priority queue.
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Edge Set Rule.

Use the reverse edge set.

Stopping Rule.

Stop growing the tree when all verti es with distan e of at most
2ǫ + 2δ from the nearest vertex in N are nished.

Delta Rule

Do not relax edges with length greater than δ.

Canoni al Rule

Choose shortest paths that are anoni al with respe t to the normal edge set.

We will often omit size and delta of a (reverse) partial tree Tx if we grow Tx at iteration
step i, the size of Tx is ǫi and delta of Tx is δi . The most important property of reverse
partial trees is stated in the next lemma.

Lemma 2

Let P be a path on a partial tree rooted at a vertex x with size ǫ and
delta δ. Let u be a vertex on P . Then the subpath from x to u on P is ontained in
the reverse partial tree rooted at {u} with same size and delta.

Max Partial Trees.

The pendant of reverse partial trees on the normal edge set are
max partial trees. We will grow them when we want to nd paths that start at a given
vertex v and are ontained in a partial tree.

Denition 13 (Max Partial Tree)
Let N be a set of verti es. The max partial tree rooted at N with size ǫ and delta δ
(notation: M TN ) is the nished part of the tentative shortest paths tree generated
by Dijkstra's algorithm for whi h the following extra rules are applied:

Set Initialization.

For all verti es v in N : set distan e of v to zero and insert v
into the priority queue.

Stopping Rule.

Stop growing the tree when all verti es with distan e of at most
2ǫ + 2δ from the nearest vertex in N are nished.

Delta Rule

Do not relax edges with length greater than δ.

Here the lemma hanges to:
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Lemma 3

Let P be a path on a partial tree rooted at x. Then ea h subpath
(u1 , u2 , . . . , un ) of P is in luded in the max partial tree rooted at {u1 } with same
size and delta.

Comments.

Note that, in the graph theoreti al sense, max partial trees and reverse
partial trees are not trees but forests. We want to stress that Lemma 2 and 3 only hold
be ause we ompute anoni al shortest paths. When omputing arbitrary shortest paths
Lemma 2 and 3 only hold on graphs where all shortest paths are unique.
When growing partial trees without the delta-rule or if δi is greater than the length lenmax
of the longest edge on the graph then the length of every shortest path on a partial tree
with size ǫi is 2ǫi +2lenmax at most. In this ase, the stopping rule of reverse/max partial
trees an be altered to: stop growing the tree when all verti es with distan e smaller than
2ǫi + 2lenmax are nished. This hange does not ae t the orre tness of Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3.

5.4.2 Eager Constru tion of a Rea h Update Area
Unless stated otherwisely all laims in this subse tion that on ern (penalty) rea h
bounds, partial trees or reverse partial trees refer to rea h bounds, partial trees or reverse
partial trees omputed at the a tual iteration step i.

Aim.

Our aim is to nd a superset of Ui+1 . We know that an edge with UpdateTypei+1 ld
must also be of UpdateTypei ld and it is therefore easy to nd all su h edges. Hen e we
on entrate on nding edges of the other two types (that are edges (u, v) whose rea h
bounds reachBoundi+1 (u, v) dier in the original omputation and the full re omputation).
We observe two reasons why an edge (w, z) may be in Ui+1 . First, it an already be
in Ui . Se ond, an edge (u, v) ∈ Ui is adja ent to (or ontained in) either a partial tree
responsible for the penalty rea h of (w, z) on Gi/old or to a partial tree responsible for
the penalty rea h of (w, z) on Gi/new .

Plan.

We onsider UpdateTypesi ld, bd and s separately and identify for ea h edge
(u, v) in Ui a set of edges Ui+1 (u, v) whose rea h bounds omputed until the beginning of
step i + 1 dier (between the original omputation and the full re omputation) be ause
of the hange of (u, v):

(u, v) is of UpdateTypei ld> δ. In that ase the dieren e of the length of (u, v)
between Gold and Gnew does not inuen e the rea h omputation at iteration step i.
Therefore Ui+1 (u, v) is the empty set.

Reason: until the beginning of iteration step i + 1, an edge (u, v) of UpdateTypei ld> δ
is neither pro essed in the original omputation nor in the full re omputation. The inpenalty of u and the out-penalty of v is set to innity in both omputations. Therefore
no rea h value omputed until the beginning of step i + 1 hanges be ause of an edge of
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that update type.

(u, v) is of UpdateTypei ld ≤ δ. Here, we grow four shortest paths trees: two max
partial trees (one on Gi/old and one on Gi/new ) rooted at u and two reverse partial trees
(one on Gi/old and one on Gi/new ) rooted at v . All edges that possibly hange their rea h
bounds omputed before iteration step i + 1 lie on the bran h of one of the four shortest
paths trees that starts with the edge (u, v).

Reason: an edge (u, v) of UpdateTypei ld≤ δ must be ontained in a shortest path P

responsible for the penalty rea h of an edge (w, z) (either on the old or on the new graph)
to inuen e the penalty rea h of (w, z). To nd all edges (w, z) possibly ae ted by (u, v)
we have to remember that (u, v) an be in front of or behind (w, z) on P . We do not
have to onsider shortest paths that are so long that they are not in luded in a partial
tree built on this iteration step.
We get all su h edges behind (w, z) by growing two max partial trees (one on Gi/old and
one on Gi/new ) rooted at u. Then all possibly ae ted edges are on the bran h of the
resulting shortest-paths trees that start with the edge (u, v). To get the edges in front
of (u, v) we grow two reverse partial trees (one on Gi/old and one on Gi/new ) rooted at
v . All possibly ae ted edges (w, z) in front of (u, v) are ontained in the bran h that
begins with the edge (u, v) of one of both reverse partial trees.

(u, v) is of UpdateTypei bd. In that ase all edges of Ui+1 (u, v) lie on either a max
partial tree rooted at v or a reverse partial tree rooted at u that is grown on either
Gi/old or on Gi/new . We do not have to onsider the max partial trees if in G \ Gi/old
an edge (u, v) exists with reachboundold (u, v) > reachboundold (u, v) and in G \ Gi/new
an edge (ũ, v) exists with reachboundnew (ũ, v) > reachboundnew (u, v). The same holds
symmetri ally for the reverse partial trees.

Reason: given an edge (u, v) of UpdateTypei bd. Let (u, v) inuen e the penalty-rea h of

another edge (w, z) with path P responsible for the penalty-rea h of (w, z). Then either
v must be in front of w on P or u must be behind z on P . We nd su h edges (w, z) by
growing max partial trees rooted at v and reverse partial trees rooted at u on Gi/old and
on Gi/new .
Given an edge (u, v) of UpdateTypei bd. This edge has no inuen e on the in-penalty
of v if in G \ Gi/old an edge (u, v) exists with reachboundold (u, v) > reachboundold (u, v)
and in G \ Gi/new an edge (ũ, v) exists with reachboundnew (ũ, v) > reachboundnew (u, v).
The same holds symmetri ally for out-penalty of u.

(u, v) is of UpdateType s or ld>< δ. In that ase all edges of Ui+1 (u, v) lie on the
union of a max partial tree rooted at v and a reverse partial tree rooted at u that is
grown on either Gi/old or on Gi/new .

Reason: given an edge (u, v) of UpdateTypei s or ld>< δ. Let (u, v) inuen e the
penalty-rea h of another edge (w, z) with path P responsible for the penalty-rea h of
(w, z). Then either v must be on P in front of w or u must be on P behind z . We nd
su h edges (w, z) by growing a max partial tree rooted at v and a reverse partial tree
rooted at u on Gi/old and on Gi/new .
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Algorithm to ompute a rea h update area.

For ea h edge (v, w) of Ui we know
how to get a set of edges Ui+1 (v, w) whose rea h bounds omputed at iteration step i
dier between original re omputation and full re omputation be ause of the hange of
(v, w). The union set of Ui and all Ui+1 (v, w) where (v, w) is in Ui is a rea h update
area. We summarize that in the following theorem:

Theorem 2 (Eager Constru tion of Rea h Update Area)
Let

Nld

= { v ∈ V | ∃(u, v) of UpdateTypei ld ≤ δ}

Nbd,cs = { u ∈ V | ∃(u, v) of UpdateTypei s or ld >< δ}∪
{ u ∈ V | ∃(u, v) of UpdateTypei bd,
∄(u, ṽ) ∈ E \ Ei/new with reachnew (u, ṽ) ≥ reachnew (u, v),
∄(u, v) ∈ E \ Ei/old with reachold (u, v) ≥ reachold (u, v)}
Ñld

= { u ∈ V | ∃(u, v) is of UpdateTypei ld ≤ δ}

Ñbd,cs = { v ∈ V | ∃(u, v) is of UpdateTypei s or ld >< δ}∪
{ v ∈ V | ∃(u, v) is of UpdateTypei bd,
∄(ũ, v) ∈ E \ Ei/new with reachnew (ũ, v) ≥ reachnew (u, v),
∄(u, v) ∈ E \ Ei/old with reachold (u, v) ≥ reachold (u, v)}.
Then the set of all edges ontained in

{e

| e ∈ Ui }∪

{T

| T is rev. par. tree grown on Gi/old or on Gi/new , rooted at v ∈ Nbd,cs }∪

{T

| T is max par. tree grown on Gi/old or on Gi/new , rooted at v ∈ Ñbd,cs }∪

{B | B is a bran h of the rev. par. tree grown on Gi/new or on Gi/old ,
rooted at v ∈ Nld beginning with an edge (w, v) of UpdateTypei ld≤ δ}∪
{B | B is a bran h of the max par. tree grown on Gi/new or on Gi/old ,
rooted at v ∈ Ñld beginning with an edge (v, w) of UpdateTypei ld≤ δ}

is a rea h update area of iteration step i.

To union an edge (u, v) with a subgraph G we identify (u, v) with the subgraph ({u, v}, {(u, v)}).
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5.4.3 Lazy Constru tion of a Rea h Update Area
Identifying a rea h update area using the eager onstru tion is very time onsuming
be ause many max partial trees and reverse partial trees have to be built. If many edges
in Ui are `near to ea h other' the reverse/max partial trees rooted at the end verti es
of these edges often visit almost the same verti es. We want to exploit this observation
to speed-up the onstru tion of the rea h update area and a ept to get a rea h update
area that may ontain more edges than the one omputed by the eager onstru tion.
Given a set of verti es N . To nd the set of all verti es marked as nished by at least one
max/reverse partial tree rooted at an element of N we an grow a max/reverse partial
tree rooted at N . The next Lemma 4 gives the main argument for the orre tness of that
pro eeding.

Lemma 4 (Monotony of Max Partial Trees and Reverse Partial Trees)
Let v be a vertex on a max partial tree / reverse partial tree rooted at a set N1 .
Then, for every set N2 , v is on the max partial tree / reverse partial tree rooted at
N1 ∪ N2 that uses the same ǫ and δ values.

As spe ial ase this implies that all verti es on a partial tree with root x are ontained
in every max partial tree whose root set ontains x.
We want to stress that though the union of all verti es ontained in at least one max
partial tree with root in N is in luded in the set of verti es ontained in a max partial
tree with root N , the edges ontained in the set partial tree may be dierent from the
set of edges ontained in the a ording partial trees. The same holds for reverse partial
trees.

Fig. 5.4: Sample Graph. The left pi ture shows the max partial tree rooted at the bla k
vertex. The right pi ture shows a max partial tree on the same graph with an
additional root. Edges that are on the left max partial tree but not on the right
are drawn green.
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Lazy Constru tion.

To get a rea h update area we remember the sets o uring in
Theorem 2 and grow a max partial tree rooted at Ñld ∪ Ñbd,cs and a reverse partial tree
rooted at Nld ∪ Nbd,cs on both, Gi/old and Gi/new . We know that we nish the same
verti es as in Theorem 2. Therefore the set of all edges omputed by Theorem 2 is
in luded in the set of all edges (u, v) in Gi/new where u and v are both ontained in the
same of one of the four max/reverse partial trees grown. We all the resulting pro eeding
the lazy onstru tion of a rea h update area.

Fig. 5.5: Sample Graph. The red edge is in Ui . The blue edges represent the rea h
update area edges. The left pi ture shows the eager onstru tion, the right
pi ture shows the lazy onstru tion.

Theorem 3 (Lazy Constru tion of Rea h Update Area)
Let Nld , Nbd,cs , Ñld and Ñbc,cs be as in Theorem 2. Further, let

• RTold be the reverse partial tree rooted at Nld ∪ Nbd,cs built on Gi/old
• RTnew be the reverse partial tree rooted at Nld ∪ Nbd,cs built on Gi/new
• Told be the max partial tree rooted at Ñld ∪ Ñbd,cs built on Gi/old
• Tnew be the max partial tree rooted at Ñld ∪ Ñbd,cs built on Gi/new
Then the union set of Ui and all edges for whi h at least one of these subgraphs
ontains the sour e and the target

Ui ∪

{(u, v) | u, v ∈ RTold , (u, v) ∈ Ei/old } ∪ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ RTnew , (u, v) ∈ Ei/new } ∪
{(u, v) | u, v ∈ Told , (u, v) ∈ Ei/old } ∪ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ Tnew , (u, v) ∈ Ei/new }

is a rea h update area (of iteration step i).
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De remental or in remental improvement for the lazy onstru tion.

The lazy
onstru tion an be sped-up if the update on the original graph (or, more pre ise, the
dieren e between Gi/old and Gi/new ) was pure in rementel or pure de remental.
If for ea h edge (u, v) on Gi/new follows that (u, v) is in Gi/old and lennew (u, v) ≥
lenold (u, v) then the vertex set of a reverse/max partial tree grown on the new graph is
ontained in the vertex set of the a ording reverse/max partial tree grown on the old
graph. Therefore it su es to build all o uring trees on Gi/old .
The same argument justies to build all o uring trees only on Gi/new when dealing with
pure de remental updates.

Corollary 1 (De r. and In r. Lazy Rea h Update Area Constru tion)
With the requisites of Theorem 3 follows: let Ei/new ⊆ Ei/old and for all edges (u, v)
in Gi/new be lenold (u, v) ≤ lennew (u, v).
Then is

Ui ∪ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ RTold , (u, v) ∈ Ei/old } ∪ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ Told , (u, v) ∈ Ei/old }
a rea h update area. Let Ei/new ⊇ Ei/old and for all edges (u, v) in Gi/old be
lenold (u, v) ≥ lennew (u, v). Then is

Ui ∪ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ RTnew , (u, v) ∈ Ei/new } ∪ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ Tnew , (u, v) ∈ Ei/new }
a rea h update area (of iteration step i).
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5.5 First Rea h Re omputation Area
We now sear h a set that ontains at least all verti es from whi h partial trees an be
grown that are `inuen ed' by the hange of edges in Ui . We all su h a set a rst
rea h re omputation area. We will later use that knowledge to shrink the area whi h is
ne essary to ompute the rea h bounds of edges in the rea h update area.

Denition 14 (First Rea h Re omputation Area)
A set that ontains at least all verti es x for whi h

• either the partial tree Tx/old rooted at x and grown on Gi/old diers from (does
not onsist of the same edge set as) the partial tree Tx/new rooted at x and
grown on Gi/new
• or Tx/old and Tx/new are equal with respe t to the edge set but at least one
edge (u, v) exists su h that penReachTx/new (u, v) 6= penReachTx/old (u, v)
is alled a rst rea h re omputation area (of iteration step i).

The methods used to nd a rea h update area an also be used to nd a rst rea h
re omputation area. Given an edge (u, v) in Ui the dieren e between nding a rea h
update area and nding a rea h re omputation area is that we only have to nd paths
ontained in partial trees that end with u or v instead of nding paths on partial trees
that ontain u or v . Therefore we only have to onsider the reverse partial trees grown to
identify a rea h update area. The orre tness of that pro eeding follows from the same
arguments as the eager onstru tion of the rea h update area in the last se tion.
The eager onstru tion of a rst rea h re omputation area uses the same reverse partial
trees as the eager onstru tion of a rea h update area but does not onsider the max
partial trees:

Theorem 4 (Eager Constru tion of a First Rea h Re omputation Area)
Let Nld , Nbd,cs , Ñld and Ñbd,cs be like in Theorem 2. The set of all verti es ontained
in
{u | u ∈ Ui and u ∈ Gi/new }∪

{T

| T is rev. par. tree grown on Gi/old or on Gi/new , rooted at v ∈ Nbd,cs }∪

{B | B is a bran h of the rev. par. tree grown on Gi/new or on Gi/old ,
rooted at v ∈ Nld beginning with an edge (w, v) of UpdateTypei ld≤ ǫ}

is a rst rea h re omputation area (of iteration step i).
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The same holds for the lazy onstru tion:

Theorem 5 (Lazy Constru tion of a First Rea h Re omputation Area)
Let RTold and RTnew be like in Theorem 3.
The set of all verti es ontained in RTold or RTnew is a rst rea h re omputation
area (of iteration step i).
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5.6 Se ond Rea h Re omputation Area
By now, we have identied a rea h update area R and a rst rea h re omputation area N1 .
We an re ompute rea h-bounds of ea h edge (u, v) ∈ R by growing a partial tree rooted
at w for ea h vertex w ∈ N1 . The re omputation is done like in the stati algorithm but
we only re ompute the penalty rea h-bounds of edges ontained in R.
Our remaining problem is that the rea h-bounds we ompute that way are not ne essarily
valid. In this se tion we des ribe how we an nd a set of verti es, the se ond rea h
re omputation area on whi h partial trees have to be additionally grown to guarantee the
orre tness of the omputed penalty rea h-bounds.

Denition 15 (2nd Rea h Re omputation Area)
Given a rst rea h re omputation area N1 (of iteration step i) and a rea h update
area R (of iteration step i). A set of verti es N2 su h that for ea h edge (u, v) in R
n
o
n
o
max
penReachTx/new (u, v) = max
penReachTx/new (u, v)
x∈N1 ∪N2

x∈Gi/new

or

max

x∈N1 ∪N2

n

o
penReachTx/new (u, v) > ǫi

holds is alled a se ond rea h re omputation area (of iteration step i with respe t to
N1 and R).

Basi Method.

Given an edge (u, v) of the rea h update area we already know a
pro eeding to nd a set N of verti es on whi h we have to grow partial trees to re ompute
the penReachGi/new (u, v): we have to onsider all partial trees built on Gi/new that
ontain (u, v). We get the roots of these by growing a reverse partial tree rooted at v on
Gi/new . The set of all verti es in luded in the bran h of the resulting `reverse' shortest
paths tree that starts with the edge (u, v) is su h a set N and therefore N \N1 is a se ond
rea h re omputation area.
We also know that we an nd the a ording verti es of all edges by growing one partial
tree initialized with the target verti es of all edges. The handi ap of this `lazy' method
is that we have to onsider all verti es of the resulting reverse shortest paths tree and
annot restri t ourselves to the verti es in luded in spe ial bran hes.

Sophisti ated Method. There is a simple way to identify edges of the rea h update area
S whose penalty rea h-bounds are already orre t after the re omputation by growing
partial trees rooted only at verti es of the rst rea h re omputation area N1 . We denote
the penalty rea h of an edge (u, v) omputed only by onsidering partial trees grown
on Gi/new with roots in N1 as penReachN1 (u, v) and the penalty rea h of the a tual
iteration step on the original omputation as penReachold (u, v). We remember that we
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modied the stati rea h omputation to store for ea h edge (u, v) the root root(u,v) of a
partial tree responsible for the penalty rea h bound of (u, v).
First of all we do not have to onsider ea h edge (u, v) with penReachN1 (u, v) greater
than ǫi for further re omputation be ause the resulting rea h-bound of (u, v) will be
dumped anyway.
We an assign to ea h edge (u, v) ∈ R with penReachN1 (u, v) ≤ ǫ and a valid rea hbound omputed in the original omputation until (and in luding) the a tual step (that
is an edge not in luded in Gi+1/old ) one of the following four ases:

1. [ root(u,v) ∈ N1 and penReachold (u, v) > penReachN1 (u, v) ℄
In this ase there may be a partial tree Tx with root x outside of N1 su h that (u, v) is on
Tx and penReachTx (u, v) > penReachN1 (u, v). Therefore the tentative omputed penalty
rea h-bound penReachN1 (u, v) does not have to be orre t and has to be onsidered for
a se ond re omputation.
2. [ root(u,v) ∈ N1 and penReachold (u, v) ≤ penReachN1 (u, v) ℄

In this ase the tentative omputed penalty rea h-bound penReachN1 (u, v) is already
orre t: be ause of the onstru tion of N1 all partial trees that have hanged are rooted
at an element of N1 . We know by the result of the original omputation that no partial
tree rooted outside N1 is responsible for a rea h of (u, v) greater than the a tual known.

3. [ root(u,v) 6∈ N1 and penReachold (u, v) > penReachN1 (u, v) ℄

In this ase the tentative omputed penalty rea h-bound penReachN1 (u, v) is not orre t
but we know that the old value penReachold (u, v) stays a orre t penalty rea h-bound:
be ause of the onstru tion of N1 all partial trees that have hanged are rooted at an
element of N1 . We know that no partial tree rooted at an element in N1 is responsible
for a rea h-bound greater than penReachold (u, v) and sin e all other partial trees do not
have hanged penReachold (u, v) stays a orre t bound.

4. [ root(u,v) 6∈ N1 and penReachold (u, v) ≤ penReachN1 (u, v) ℄
In this ase the tentative omputed penalty rea h-bound penReachN1 (u, v) is already
orre t, the argumentation is the same as in ase 2.
Con lusion. We summarize the results: assume penalty rea

h-bounds penReachN1 (u, v)
have been omputed for ea h (u, v) on the rea h update area R by growing partial trees
on N1 . Then the rea h-bounds of all edges (u, v) are orre t for whi h a valid rea h-bound
has been omputed until (and in luding) the a tual step of the original omputation and
whi h either apply to ase 2 or ase 4. Edges whi h apply to ase 3 keep their original
rea h-bounds. For edges with penReachN1 (u, v) greater than ǫ no rea h-bound will be
omputed in the a tual step. The rea h-bounds omputed for the remaining edges of the
given rea h update area are possibly still un orre t.
Hen e we an ompute a se ond rea h re omputation area using either the eager or
the lazy basi method but grow the reverse partial tree(s) onsidering only edges with
possibly still in orre t and unknown penalty rea h-bounds.
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Theorem 6 (Constru tion of 2nd Rea h Re omputation Area)
Let R be a rea h update area (of iteration step i). Let N1 be a rst rea h re omputation area (of iteration step i). Let R̃ be the set of all edges (u, v) in R with
penReachN1 (u, v) ≤ ǫi . Let
o
n
R1 =
(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ R̃, (u, v) ∈ Gi+1/old
o
n
R2 =
(u, v) ∈ R̃, (u, v) 6∈ Gi+1/old , root(u,v) ∈ N1
n
o
H =
r | r ∈ V, r 6∈ N1 , ∃(u, v) ∈ R̃ : root(u,v) = r
Let S be

n
o
n
o
(u, v) ∈ R2 | max penReachTx/new (u, v) < max penReachTx/old (u, v)
x∈Gi/old

x∈N1

Then the set of verti es that lie on the bran h of a reverse partial tree grown on
Gi/new and rooted at v that starts with the edge (u, v) where (u, v) ∈ R1 ∪ S unioned
with H is a se ond rea h re omputation area (eager onstru tion).
Then the set of all verti es that lie on the reverse partial tree grown on Gi/new and
rooted at the end verti es of edges in R1 ∪ S unioned with H is a se ond rea h
re omputation area (lazy onstru tion).

Improvement using more memory

The sophisti ated onstru tion of the se ond rea h re omputation area an only sort out
edges whi h either already have a tentative rea h-bound greater than ǫ after building
partial trees on the rst rea h re omputation area or for whi h rea h-bounds have been
omputed in the original omputation until (and in lusive) the a tual iteration step.
We an sort out even more edges if we store for ea h edge (u, v) and ea h iteration step
i the root of a shortest path responsible for the penalty rea h-bound of (u, v) at step i.
Note that we store the root even if the rea h-bound is greater than ǫ and will be dumped.
Then we know that the rea h-bound of ea h edge (u, v) of the rea h update area for
whi h no rea h-bound has been omputed in the a tual step of the original omputation
and for whi h the stored partial tree root is outside the rst rea h re omputation area
will not be omputed in the re omputation at the a tual step. Therefore we do not have
to onsider (u, v) when we onstru t a se ond rea h re omputation area.
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5.7 Proof of Corre tness
We have to show that all rea h bounds re omputed by an iteration step are valid.
The orre tness of the rea h-bounds of edges not in the rea h update area follows dire tly
from the denition of rea h update area. The orre tness of the eager and the lazy
onstru tion of a rea h update area follows from Theorem 2, page 70 and Theorem 3,
page 72. The orre tness of Theorem 2 follows from the ase analysis in the same se tion.
The orre tness of Theorem 3 follows dire tly from Theorem 2 and Lemma 4, page 71.
The orre tness of the rea h-bounds of edges in the rea h re omputation area follows
from the denition of the se ond rea h re omputation area. The orre tness of the
onstru tion of the se ond rea h re omputation area is due to Theorem 6, page 78. This
theorem is proven in the text of the same se tion. To be able to apply Theorem 6, a rst
rea h re omputation area must be orre tly identied. The orre tness of the lazy and
eager onstru tion of the rst rea h re omputation area is due to Theorem 4, page 74,
Theorem 4, page 74.
We have used the following lemmata without proving them:

Proof 4 (Proof of the Partial Tree Bounding Lemma 1, page 59)

Denote by an unnished path P on a partial tree (with size ǫ and delta δ) a path
that either ontains unnished inner ir le verti es or verti es with distan e from their
nearest inner ir le prede essor of at most ǫ whi h are unnished or for whi h unnished
su essors exist. Obviously, a partial tree is grown until no unnished paths exist.
An unnished path has length of at most 2ǫ + 2δ: the length of the edge outgoing from
the root has length of at most δ, the sum of the lenghts of all other inner ir le edges
has length of at most ǫ. The length of the remaining edges is ǫ + δ at most.
Let P̃ be a path on a partial tree. Then must either P̃ be unnished or an unnished
path with length greater than the length of P̃ must be ontained in the partial tree. Let
the length of P̃ be greater than 2ǫ + 2δ. This is a ontradi tion to the fa t that the
length of ea h unnished path is 2ǫ + 2δ at most.


Proof 5 (Proof of Lemma 2, page 67)

Let P = (x = x0 , . . . , xn = u) be a x-u-path on a partial tree with size ǫ and delta
δ rooted at x and grown on G = (V, Ei ). Then P is a shortest path on the graph
G̃ = (V, Ẽi ) where Ẽi = E \ {(u, v) | len(u, v) > δ}. Therefore (u = xn , . . . , x0 ) is a
shortest path on the reverse graph of G̃. By Lemma 1 we know that the length of P is
2ǫ + 2δ at most.
Therefore (u = xn , . . . , x0 ) is in luded in the shortest paths tree rooted at u on the
reverse graph of G̃ whi h ontains all verti es with distan e from u of at most 2ǫ + 2δ.


Proof 6 (Proof of Lemma 3, page 68)

As subpath of a shortest path, (u1 , . . . un ) is also a shortest path. Be ause of Lemma 1
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is len(u1 , . . . , un ) lower or equal to 2ǫ + 2δ. Therefore it is in luded in the max partial
tree rooted at {u}.


Proof 7 (Proof of Lemma 4, page 71)

Given a set of verti es N1 . The max partial tree rooted at N1 with size ǫ and delta δ
ontains all verti es that have a distan e of at most 2ǫ + 2δ to at least one vertex n in
N1 . Sin e n is also ontained in N1 ∪ N2 for an arbitrary set of verti es N2 , v is also
ontained in the max partial tree rooted at N1 ∪ N2 . The same argumentation holds for
reverse partial trees.


5.8 Implementation of the Dynami Algorithm
Here we give the pseudo- ode for the dynami re omputation algorithm des ribed in the
hapter. The ode refers to the lazy onstru tion of a rea h update area (Theorem 3,
page 72), the lazy onstru tion of a rst rea h re omputation area (Theorem 5, page 75)
and the sophisti ated lazy onstru tion of a se ond rea h re omputation area (Theorem
6, page 78). The improvement on the se ond rea h re omputation area sket hed on page
78 is not in luded.
The following algorithm is a sub-routine used by Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 7: ComputeRea h
input: rea h update area RU A

rea h re omputation area RRA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

forea h vertex v in RRA do

T := partial tree on Gi/new rooted at v
forea h edge e in T ∩ RU A do
if ReachT (e) > Reachnew [e] then
Reachnew [e] := ReachT (e)
P artialT reeRootnew [e] := v
ReachIterationStepnew [e] := i
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Lazy Dynami Rea h Bound Re omputation

Graph

G = (V, E), Lenold [], Lennew [] epsilon[], delta[]
Reachold [], ReachIterationStepold[], P artialT reeRootold[]
ouput: Reachnew [], ReachIterationStepnew [], P artialT reeRootnew []

/* all max/reverse partial trees grown on iteration step i have size epsilon[i] and
delta delta[i]

1

*/

Initialize Reachnew with Reachold , ReachIterationStepnew with ReachIterationStepold,
P artialT reeRootnew with P artialT reeRootold

2 for i := 1 to maxiterationstep do
RUA=∅;RUA2=∅; RRA1=∅; RRA2=∅;
3
4
Gnew = (V, Enew ), Enew = {e ∈ E | ReachIterationStepnew [e] ≥ i}
5
Gold = (V, Eold ), Eold = {e ∈ E | ReachIterationStepold[e] ≥ i}
6
UPDATE Ui , Nld , Nbc,cs , N˜ld , Ñbc,cs
7
8
9
10
11
12

/* Rea hUpdateArea, 1stRea hRe omputationArea
Told = max partial tree grown on Gold , rooted at Ñld ∪ Ñbd,cs
Tnew =max partial tree grown on Gnew , rooted at Ñld ∪ Ñbd,cs
RTold = reverse partial tree grown on Gold , rooted at Nld ∪ Nbd,cs
RTnew = reverse partial tree grown on Gnew , rooted at Nld ∪ Nbd,cs
RU A = set of edges (u, v) where u, v ∈ Told or u, v ∈ Tnew or u, v ∈ RTold
RRA1 = set of all verti es ontained in RTold , RTnew or Ui

13
14

ComputeRea h(RUA, RRA)

forea h e

in

*/

or

u, v ∈ RTnew

RU A do Reachnew (e) := 0

19
20
21
22

/* 2ndRea hRe omputationArea
*/
forea h edge e in RU A do
if (Reachnew [e] ≤ epsilon[i], ReachIterationStepold[e] ≤ i, Reachnew [e] < Reachold [e] and
P artialT reeRootold[e] ∈ RRA1) or (ReachIterationStepold[e] > i and
Reachnew [e] ≤ epsilon[i]) then
insert e into RU A2
if Reachnew [e] ≤ epsilon[i], ReachIterationStepold[e] ≤ i, Reachnew [e] < Reachold [e] and
P artialT reeRootold[e] 6∈ RRA1 then
Reachnew [e] := Reachold [e]
P artialT reeRootnew [e] = P artialT reeRootold[e]
ReachIterationStepnew = i
RRA2=set of all verti es ontained in a reverse partial tree rooted at RU A2 grown on Gi/new

23

ComputeRea h(RUA2, RRA2)

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

*/
/* delete rea h bounds greater than epsilon[i]
forea h edge e in RU A with Reachnew [e] > epsilon[i] and ReachIterationStepold[e] ≤ i do
Reachnew [e] = 0
ReachIterationStepnew [e] = ∞
P artialT reeRootnew [e] = null
forea h edge e in RU A with Reachnew [e] > epsilon[i] and ReachIterationStepold[e] > i do
Reachnew [e] = Reachold [e]
ReachIterationStepnew [e] = ReachIterationStepold[e]
P artialT reeRootnew [e] = P artialT reeRootold[e]

15
16
17
18
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6 Experiments

Road networks are extremly sparse and ontain a ertain hierar hy (of importan e with
respe t to long shortest-paths) whi h explains why rea h-based pruning performs well on
road networks. Goldberg, Kaplan and Werne k experimentally have shown the extremly
good performan e of rea h-based pruning on road networks in [GKW05℄.
In this hapter we report the results of some own experiments omputing rea h bounds
on road networks.

6.1 Choi e of tuning parameters
In [GKW05℄ the following strategy for sele ting ǫi is proposed: given a parameter k,
we hoose k verti es at random and grow, for ea h vertex, a shortest-paths tree with
exa tly ⌊n/k⌋ verti es. ǫ0 is assigned to be twi e the minimum of the distan e labels of
√
the last s anned vertex over all shortest paths trees. Furthermore min{500, ⌈ n⌉/3} is
proposed as good value for the parameter k. Given a se ond parameter α, ǫi is omputed
by ǫi = αi ǫ0 . Here α = 3.0 is reported to be a good value.
Sin e the delta-rule is not stated in [GKW05℄, no good values for delta are given. To get
a rst impression what good values for delta ould be, we have a look at the distribution
of the edge lengths on the underlying road networks. Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of
the edge lengths on a graph representing Germany. Values between epsilon fourth and
epsilon half turned out to give a good tradeo between the speed of the prepro essing
and the quality of the omputed rea h bounds.

6.2 Des ription of the tested graphs
We have tested the rea h-bound prepro essing and query on graphs mapping parts of
the road network of Europe. The graphs were provided by the PTV AG and the length
of an edge on a graph refers to the Eu lidean distan e between the sour e and the target
vertex of the edge. The following table gives an overview and a short des ription of all
graphs used.
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name

ger
dnk
n
ka50.000
ka100.000
ka200.000
dkb100.000
st100.000

EXPERIMENTS

#verti es #edges
4.377.787
473.537
460.693
49.625
99.529
199.739
99.878
99.928

10.997.366
1.075.012
1.020.008
125.018
252.530
501.948
250.490
258.072

des ription
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road

network
network
network
network
network
network
network
network

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

germany
denmark
nland
a bounding box around karlsruhe
a bounding box around karlsruhe
a bounding box around karlsruhe
a rural area in fran onia
an urban area in stuttgart

0

10

Percent

20

30

On page 49 we justied the delta rule by mentioning that most road networks ontain
many short and only few long edges. The following gure 6.1 shows the distribution of
the edge lengths on the graph ger.

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

edge.length

Fig. 6.1: Distribution of the lengths of 10000 randomly hosen edges of the germany
graph where edge lengths orrespond to travel times. The edge lengths are
given relative to the length of the longest of the 10000 edges.
We want to remind the reader that at iteration step i of the stati rea h-bound preproessing only valid rea h bounds for edges with exa t rea h lower than ǫi an be omputed.
Only edges with an already omputed valid upper rea h bound are removed from the
input-graph of the next iteration step. The strategy used for the stati prepro essing
mainly depends on the assumption that the graph strongly sparsi ates after ea h iteration step. The strategy used for the rea h-query also mainly depends on the assumption
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that most edges have low rea h while only few edges with high rea h exist. The next
gure 6.2 shows the distribution of the exa t rea h values on the graph KA50.000.
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0.8
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reach.value

Fig. 6.2: Distribution of exa t rea h values on KA50.000

Figure 6.1 and 6.2 show that the distribution of the edge lengths and the distribution
of the exa t rea h values are very similiar. We he ked on a orrelation between edge
lengths and exa t rea h values on KA50.000. The following s atterplot and the little
orrelation oe ient of 0.165 suggest that su h a orrelation does not exist.

Fig. 6.3: Correlation between edge length and exa t edge rea h on KA50.000
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6.3 Prepro essing Eort and Speed-Up of the Stati
Algorithm
We re all that the rea h-bound omputation des ribed in [GKW05℄ diers from the one
des ribed in this work. Therefore we experimentally tested prepro essing and query of
our algorithm on the graphs des ribed in the last se tion.
The hoi e of the tuning parameters des ribed in [GKW05℄ turned out to be also a good
ompromise between prepro essing time and quality of the omputed rea h bounds for
our variant of the rea h-bound omputation. Furthermore we set δi to be 0.3ǫi .
In order to be independent from on rete implementations and hardware we measured the
average speed-up by the average quotient of the number of verti es visited by Dijkstra's
algorithm and the number of verti es visited by the bidire tional bound algorithm after
performing 1000 randomly hosen s-t-queries. The prepro essing eort is measured by
the number of partial trees built and the average number of verti es visited by these
partial trees.

name

dnk
n
ka50.000
exa t ka50.000
ka100.000
ka200.000
dkb100.000
st100.000

#partial trees built avg #verti es avg speed-up
778.606
641.637
77.093
49.625
135.939
360.881
201.892
184.288

11.513
14.359
3571
49.625
11.216
11.629
7.775
6.780
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6.4 Example for the sparsi ation during the rea h-bound
omputation

Fig. 6.4: The graph KA50.000. The number of edges is 125.018.
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Fig. 6.5: The sparsi ated KA50.000 after the rst iteration step. The number of edges
is 31.177.
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Fig. 6.6: The sparsi ated KA50.000 after the se ond iteration step. The number of
edges is 19.632.
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Fig. 6.7: The sparsi ated KA50.000 after the third iteration step. The number of edges
is 7.020.
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Fig. 6.8: The sparsi ated KA50.000 after the fourth iteration step. The number of edges
is 16.
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7 Final Remarks

Con lusion. In this work, we gave an overview of some of the re ent te hniques used
to speed-up Dijkstra's algorithm exploiting additional, prepro essed data. Considering
most des ribed speed-up te hniques, we gave proposals how to dynami ally update the
prepro essing after a set of edges on the underlying graph have hanged their lengths.
Here, we fo used on landmarks, multi-level graphs and pre omputed rea h-bounds.
The prepro essing algorithms of landmarks and multi-level graphs need a pre-sele tion of
some verti es on the graph. The update strategies we proposed for both data stru tures
ompute the same prepro essed data as a re omputation from s rat h by the stati
algorithm would provide if the hoi e of these verti es stayed the same. The stati
algorithm for omputing upper-bounds for rea h values requires two tuning parameters
that usually are hosen using information on the underlying graph. The update strategy
we proposed for these rea h-bounds omputes the same bounds as a full re omputation
from s rat h by the stati algorithm would provide if these tuning parameters stayed
the same.

Outlook.

The runtime of all update algorithms is heuristi . In the worst ase the usage
of the update strategy may take more time than a full re omputation from s rat h would
need. Therefore it is important to experimentally study the performan e of the update
algorithms when applying them to real-world data (that onsists of using real-world
graphs and applying real-world edge updates).
Another task is to nd riteria that de ide whether the sele tion of the separator verti es
used to build multi-level graphs remains good after an update on the graph and that
are fast to determine. Strategies for re- hoosing bad separator verti es have to be found
and the update algorithm must be altered to be able to ope with re- hosen separator
verti es.
The usage of short uts is reported to speed-up the stati prepro essing of rea h-bounds
by fa tor 15 and the query by fa tor 5. Therefore, the most promising improvement on
the rea h-bounds update algorithm seems to be an enhan ement that enables it to deal
with short uts.
Sin e highway hierar hies are one of the fastest available speed-up te hniques (in both
query and prepro essing) a dynami variant of that te hnique is desirable.
Finally, we want to mention that we on entrated on solutions using only few additional
memory. The development of methods using more memory may further speed-up the
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